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Posada Family Book
Signing Brings Hundreds
of People to Berra Museum
Nelson DePasquale
Sports Editor

Kristie Cattafi | The Montclarion

(Left-to-Right) Lauren and Jorge Posada came to the Yogi Berra Museum last Saturday to sign
their new book about staying fit and healthy as a family. More photos on page 4.

Student
Arrested,
Person of
interest in
Freeman
Arson Case

Just three days after he
helped the Yankees clinch their
27th title, and one day after
parading down the Canyon of
Heroes, Jorge Posada came to
the Yogi Berra Museum last
Saturday to sign the new book
he and his wife wrote, Fit Home
Team.
Fit Home Team includes fitness strategies and activities
for the entire family, as well
as recipes straight from Laura
Posada’s recipe book and tricks
to keep the whole family on
track.

Veteran's Day

Posada Continued on Page 4

Over 1,400
Vaccinated

Montclair Community Gets Together to
Commemorate Veterans and Lost Heroes

09

“Well I think it’s going to
help out a lot of people,” Jorge
said. “When you look through
the book, and you see exercises
and the recipes and stuff that
will help you get fit. I think
it’s very important, especially
nowadays.”
“This is just a book that we
did because it’s sort of a window
for people to look into our lifestyle,” Laura, wife of Jorge for
almost 10 years said.
“They can see how we
achieved to stay together and
stay healthy and stay active,
but at the same time, have a fun
time doing it."

VETERAN'S DAY
COVERAGE

University Concerned
Not Enough Students
Receiving Vaccine
Kulsoom Rizvi
News Editor

Kulsoom Rizvi
News Editor

The investigation into the
arson incidents at Freeman
Hall in the past six weeks
continues, according to Lieutenant Kieren Barrett, as
19-year-old Lauren Shinn is
considered as a person of interest in the investigation.

Photo courtesy of Mike Peters

“The person who
was approached by
Shinn has not, and
will not be charged,
as they did the
lawful thing by
coming forward.”
Kieren Barrett
Lieutenant

Shinn was charged with
witness tampering in connection with the Sept. 23 fire
on the sixth floor of Freeman
Hall last Thursday.
Barrett said that the
charge itself indicates that
Shinn attempted to enlist
the help of another to fabricate an account of events.
“The person who was approached by Shinn has not,
and will not be charged, as
they did the lawful thing by
coming forward,” he said.
The 19-year-old was reFreeman Fire Continued on Page 8

INSIDE

Gerald Flores | The Montclarion

The United State Army ROTC from Seton Hall University raised the flag of National Colors on Monday,
opening the events planned this week for Veteran's Day.
Gerald Flores
Assistant News Editor

The
Montclair
State
University Veterans Association
held a Veterans Day celebration on Nov. 11 in the Student
Center quad to recognize and

news
Montclair-Boonton Line Extends
its Trails: MSU Not on the List

pg. 8

raise awareness for American
troops.
“I’m just doing the best I can
to be a [veteran] this week and
honor those who died in combat,” James Song, a freshman
English major and veteran of the
Marines for two and half years,
said.
During the Veterans Day

celebration,
the
Veterans
Association collected donations
for care packages that will be
sent to troops stationed overseas. Items collected included
clothing, magazines, toiletries,
DVDs and snacks.
Cash donations were also

feature
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Transgender Remembrance Day
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An estimated total of 1,400
students, faculty and staff
members received the H1N1
vaccine, starting Monday.
Donna Barry, director of
the University Health Center, admitted that, although
there has been a “steady
trickle” of people coming in
to get vaccinated, more students should consider receiving the vaccine.
“We are concerned about
students hearing inaccurate
information of the vaccination and its symptoms,” she
said.
Nine hundred doses still
remain out of 2,300 that were
shipped to the university.
Barry added that the university initially ordered 9,000
doses in total, but shipping
has been haphazard with the
increase in demand of the
vaccine.
Six thousand more doses
are in transit and will be
available to the Montclair
community once they have
arrived.
“We still have vaccines
available and strongly encourage our students to get
vaccinated,” she said. “Having the flu is an unpleasant
experience and this is a highly contagious virus. There is

More Coverage Continued on Page 6
Vaccine Continued on Page 5

opinion

A Glimpse into the Life of Scott
Gordley

pg. 13

H1N1 Vaccinations: Swine Not?
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On Nov. 3: A student reported the theft of her parking hangtag from her unsecured
vehicle parked in Lot 21.

2 On Nov. 3:
3 On Nov. 4:

An employee reported the theft of two woven wall hangings from his office
in the John J. Cali building.
Isaiah Tibbs was charged with leaving an animal in a motor vehicle under
inhumane conditions while in Lot 24.

4
5 On Nov. 5:

An MSU employee reported criminal mischief damage to a display case
and the theft of a shirt from the Student Center.

6

On Nov. 5: A student reported the theft of her laptop computer left unsecured in Russ
Hall.

7

On Nov. 6: Brian Antab, William Rooney and Kevin Linico were charged with

8

On Nov. 6: Parking Services reported the theft of a parking boot from a vehicle

9

On Nov. 8: A student reported the theft of her parking hangtag from her

On Nov. 5: Lauren Shinn was arrested and charged with witness tampering while on
the campus of Montclair State University.

underage consumption of alcohol while in Stone Hall.
parked near Floyd Hall Arena.

vehicle parked in Lot 23.

10
11 On Nov. 9:

On Nov. 9: A student reported the theft of his motorcycle helmet from his motorcycle
parked in Lot 52.

A student reported the theft of his wallet, cash, GPS unit with
charger, credit cards, driver’s license and phone charger from his
unsecured vehicle parked in Lot 41.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station from any campus phone at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.
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SGA Notes
-The Student Affairs Committee
is setting up a speaker series with
Chris Christie.
-Carlise Road will become a two
way road in 12-16 months.

The
Montclarion
The Montclarion is a freely
distributed newspaper providing one copy per person.
Additional copies are $0.25

Corrections
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors. If you
think that we’ve made a mistake in a story, please call
Editor-in-Chief Kristie at ext.
5230.
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New Playhouse for Cats Designed by Montclair Students
Jillian Knight
Staff Writer

Montclair State University students
“purrfect” a playful design for cats at
Montclair’s animal shelter.
A team of six industrial design students took part in building a room for
cats during the summer at the shelter,
using an aspect of the architectural history of the town of Montclair.
Students came up with their own
designs for the room, and ultimately, they
chose Latcia Suarez's design.
"[The design] was a playground design
for the large cat room, and my map design
for the small cat room,” senior Jillian
Kearney said, who was the design leader.
With the design in hand, and a group of
five students to fabricate and execute the
idea, the students went to work. The fabrication team was made up of Kearney,
Andrew Zheng, Kevin Frank, Erik Pavon
and senior Anthony Perpepaj.
These students used many skills that
they had learned in their classes, such as
woodworking, plastering and dimensioning to build the new playhouse.

“This project seemed like
a great way for Montclair
State to give back to the
community.”
Anthony Perpepai
Senior

Most of the work took place on
Montclair’s campus inside the new industrial design facilities, and, to top it off, a
lot of the materials were actually donated
to the cause, including an $8,000 anonymous donation from a Montclair resident.
“This project seemed like a great way
for Montclair State to give back to the
community. Also, it was the first time us,
as students, could work on a project from
beginning to end, and have our designs
used by others,” Perpepai said.
Kearney added, although it only took a

The second free roaming cat room was designed by Leticia Suarez which
has a mural of a tree and clouds , the hills were made with a wood frame,
foam and stucco for the cats to climb on, and also to hide the kitty litter
boxes.
Photo courtesy of Jillian Kearney

couple of weeks to design the two rooms,
it took almost three months to build and
install everything.
"Some weeks, we would work 40 to 50
hours a week. It was a full time job for
all of us," she recalled. "The hardest part
was time mangement. I underestimated
how long it would take to pick up materials, the time it took for things to dry,
trying to estimate travel time, installing time and working with the shelter's
schedule."
All of the students who participated
in this project were part of the industrial
design class taught by Professor Denis
Feigler, director of the industrial design
program and the originator of the proj-

ect.
"[Dr. Feigler’s] main objective for this project was not only
to give his students experience
working in the real world, but
Designers Erik Pavon, Anthony Perpepaj, Jillian
want to have the Industrial
Kearney and Kevin Frank pose with Kearney's
Design program become more
design of a map of Montclair.
involved with the town of
Montclair on future projects,"
Photo courtesy of Mike Peters
Kearney said.
and seeing how our efforts made the
The students also learned a lot, seerooms a better, healthier place for the
ing, as they did, the project from start
cats and kittens," Perpepai said.
to finish, which encompassed the entire
process of design. Generally, this kind
of process can involve four companies to
		
For more photos
execute the job.
http://www.themontclarion.org
"We all loved working at the shelter

OUT PLAY
973.504.8200 | 250 Central Ave | Text UCENTRE to 47464

see all the rest @ univcentre.com

standard text rates apply
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Posada
Continued From Page 1

Laura and Jorge Posada
pose with Thomas (left),
Brianna (center) and
Katie Phelan (right)
during their visit to Yogi
Berra Museum.
Thomas was diagnosed
with craniosynostosis,
a condition that affects
the growth of the brain
and skull. The Posada's
son was diagnosed with
the same disease, and the
Phelan family are
involved with Jorge
Posada foundation.
Kristie Cattafi | The Montclarion

Jorge Posada holds a drawing two kids
(right) drew for Posada when he visited
the Yogi Berra Museum for the signing
of the Posada's book: Fit Home Team:
The Posada Family Guide to Health,
Exercise and Nutrition, the Inexpensive
and Simply Way. 		
For more photos
http://www.themontclarion.org
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TO LEARN MORE CALL (866) 586-7823
OR E-MAIL GRAD_DEPT@NJCU.EDU
2039 KENNEDY BOULEVARD
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07305-1597

Fit Home Team: The Posada Family
Guide to Health, Exercise, and Nutrition,
the Inexpensive and Simple Way isn’t
about just ordinary dieting.
“A lot of people out there are saying
‘Stay in shape, stay healthy, stay fit,’ but
they don’t tell you how,” Laura said. “In
this book, we are telling you how. And it’s
how we do it. So, I think it will motivate
a lot of people to change to a healthy lifestyle forever; not just a week or two, but
forever.”
The book also touches on family values.
“You know kids stand in front of the
TV, away from the families,” Jorge said.
“Sitting down together at the table and
sharing the moment, sharing the time
with their parents, I think that’s important.”
Although their new book was separate
from the Jorge Posada Foundation, which
Jorge and Laura created after their son
was diagnosed with craniosynostosis (a
condition that affects the growth of the
brain and skull), the book signing brought
those who were personally touched by the
Posada Foundation.
“Our daughter has craniosynisosis,
which is the same condition that Jorge’s
son has," Liz Harvord said, whose daughter, Mikayla, had surgery just three
months ago. “Through that, we met them.
With her having the condition and surgery, Laura and Jorge have been a great
support system for us. They have been
checking on us, emailing, sending things
to her after her surgery … Even with
the World Series going on, they were
still emailing us and checking on us. It’s
amazing.”
“Thomas has craniosynisosis,” Cybil
Phelan said. "We got involved with the
foundation right before Thomas’s surgery,
and they have just been tremendous as
far as support emotionally, and their outreach to families financially. The two of
them are both tremendous people. They
never have any problems with speaking
with anybody, e-mails or phone calls.
They are just the most generous people
ever.”
Emotions seemed to run high for everyone, even the people who just came to see
one of their heroes in person. There were

more than 300 people waiting in a line
that seemed to have no end. It twisted
and swerved in and out of the displays of
the Yogi Berra Museum, allowing everyone on the line to see the tremendous
amount of Yankee history.
“This is fantastic because I was one
of those people who couldn’t get to the
parade on time,” Jorge Fernandez said
from Brooklyn.
“I was about 20 rows back, just seeing
over the top of people’s heads. But that’s
ok, because I get to be here today. And
I get something that those people at the
parade didn’t get. I actually get to shake
his hand ... This is better, at least for
me.”
When asked if this was an extension of
the so-called “Yankee party” he said: “Oh
absolutely, I think it’s going to go on all
winter, players will be out signing everywhere. I actually think Cervelli and Coke
were down at Hooters today.”
The “party” at the Yogi Berra Museum
and Learning Center even proved to be
more convenient for some.
“People could come to this in a way
that they couldn’t go to the parade,"
Venecia Michaels, a justice studies professor on campus, said. “It’s the weekend,
and kids don’t have to skip school for it.”
Overall, it turned out to be a very successful and smoothly run event.
“It was really good timing, and I don’t
think it hurts," Dave Kaplan, director of
the Yogi Berra Museum and Learning
Center, said. “People have Yankee fever
right now, and two or three days after
the World Series, a day after the parade,
I really think people want to say thank
you to Jorge and just meet him. So we
are very fortunate that it worked out this
way.”
“I think it means a lot,” said Yogi
Berra. “He’s [Jorge Posada] a good guy.
He said he’d do it and he came. He could
have said no, but he didn’t. And a bunch
of people came here for him.”
One hour and over three hundred autographs later, as Jorge and Laura Posada
continue the promotion of their book,
and the fundraising for the Jorge Posada
Foundation, they are, without a doubt,
touching peoples’ lives, one family at a
time.

President Cole Named
Member of Christie's
Transition Team
Robert Aitken
Production Editor

Montclair State President Dr. Susan A.
Cole has been named as one of ten members of a transition team for GovernorElect Chris Christie.
“I am honored to be asked to be a member of Governor-Elect Christie’s transition
team,” Cole said in a written statement
on the Montclair website. “I look forward

to working with the other members of the
team to do all we can to support a smooth
transition and a successful start to the
new administration."
The team also includes two Democratic
politicians and officials from Christie’s
campaign.
Cole will be the lone higher education
representative on the team. She had been
involved in the previous five gubernatorial elections.

Vaccine
Continued From Page 1

a much greater risk of catching H1N1
then there is any potential side effect
of the vaccine.”
Junior Ashley Pfeifer said she had
side affects after getting the vaccine. The junior admitted that she
did not read information about the
side affects, and added that she felt
sick for a couple of days, received a
fever at night, had muscle stiffness
and pulled a hamstring while in the
shower due to the stiffness.
Barry said that these types of
symptoms are uncommon, and that
there are minimal, if any side, effects
of the vaccine including soreness after getting the injection and a possible fever, however that is also uncommon.
“If someone is acutely ill and has
a fever, we recommend waiting until [you're] better to get the vaccine.
Having a cold or being on medication
should not prevent someone from getting vaccinated.”
Barry added that to date, there
have been 175 cases of influenza on
campus. The Center of Disease and
Prevention Control does not recommend school closures to contain flu

except in extreme circumstances.
Barry said Montclair is “no where
near that level.”
According to Anne Schucha, director of the National Center of the Center of Disease Control and Prevention, flu is still widespread, with 48
states having widespread influenza
activity.
“Everything we are seeing is the
2009 H1N1 virus,” Schucha said. The
rates of disease are higher than normal for this time of year. We wouldn't
expect this many states to have this
widespread of a disease.”
Schucha admitted that the flu can
last until May and 90 percemt of the
deaths are in people under the age of
65, which is a flip-flop of what is seen
with the seasonal flu.
There is twice as much vaccine
available now since Nov. 6 when 38
million doses can now be ordered.
“If all goes well, we are expecting
about 8 million doses to be available
in the week ahead, that's if everything goes well,” Schucha said. “As
vaccine supplies increase, we think
things should go better. We still don't
have enough vaccine.”

November 12, 2009 • The Montclarion
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Certificate Programs Aid
Students in Finding a Job
During Recession
Stefanie Sears
Staff Writer

With the recession at its peak and job
search successes at an all-time low, people can turn to higher education to earn
a degree by participating in at least one
of the thirty certificate programs offered
at Montclair State University.
Having this piece of paper in hand,
along with excellent communication skills,
displays preparation for the advancement
of jobs, and is more attractive to the eyes
of employers.
Montclair has the largest number of
certificate programs with 371 students
enrolled. Besides child advocacy, others include health education, paralegal,
advanced counseling and molecular biology.
Montclair is very famous for its education doctorate; and its auditory doctorate
and child advocacy program are unique
in the state.
The certificate programs consist of
post-baccalaureate or post-bachelors
degrees. Some people choose to move
beyond the Bachelors degree because it
does not prepare its students as much
as specialized education for employment,
since it is so general. It takes at least
one semester to earn a certificate, which
may include internships and spending an
amount of time off-campus working in a
particular field.
“A quality university is characterized
by quality faculty, quality facilities and
quality students. To create quality graduates is our expectation,” Constantine
E. Theodosiou, dean of Montclair State
University’s graduate school, said.
"We hope to continue to improve the
quality of what we have to develop new
programs as the need arises.”
This statement describes Montclair
State University perfectly as it responds
to the needs of society by providing the

necessary education accordingly.
This “needs of society” explains key
reasons for the certificate program’s existence, which, in turn, involves a lot of
financial heartache.

“Schooling means
self-improvement or
professional development,
social training and
educational training for
being sucessful in life.”
Constantine E. Theodosiou
Dean of Montclair State University's Graduate School

If an individual is laid off, he or she
can always collect unemployment, but
eventually, must find another job. This
other job may not even be an option,
because it requires more knowledge than
what the person already holds.
In these situations, the individual, can
decide to go back to school and receive a
certificate, which is a rapid way to get
new expertise and employability.
What is unfortunate is that loans are
not often available, so even if a person
may want to return to school, he or she
may not be able to afford it.
However, an investment to go back to
school is an investment into the future.
“Our mission is to facilitate the success for our students and faculty in the
learning and teaching at the graduate
level, especially their timely admission
and timely completion of the studies,”
Theodosiou said. “Schooling means selfimprovement or professional development, social training and educational
training for being successful in life.”

Attention MSU Students!
Come Take Advantage of the MSU Student Discount

Go Green

Bring in your old phones to be disposed of
in an eco-friendly fashion and receive a
$10 Wireless Zone Gift Card.

Photo courtesy of Mike Peters

Work at MSU?

BOGO

Stop by and register for your
Verizon Wireless Employee Discount
on your monthly bill.

Buy any BlackBerry® or Mifi2200
Get One FREE of equal or lesser value.
Requires new 2-yr. Verizon Wireless Agreement on qualifying data plan per phone.
Retail price up to $250 2-yr. price less $100 mail-in rebate debit card.

Photo courtesy of Mike Peters

For more photos and video clips
http://www.themontclarion.org
(Top) Students get advice from medical
volunteers after getting vaccinated at the first
clinic on Monday.
(Bottom) Graduate Catie Shelley receives her
H1N1 vaccine by medical volunteer Pat
Wolpert.

www.WirelessZone.com/Clifton

CLIFTON • 973-471-8616
1132 Route 46 West

Activation fee/line: $35.
IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: Subject to Customer Agreement, Calling Plan, rebate form & credit approval. Up to
$175 early termination fee/line, other charges & restrictions. Offers and coverage not available everywhere, limitations & maps
at vzw.com. Rebate debit card takes 10-12 wks & expires in 12 months. While supplies last. Limited time offer. All company
names, trademarks, logos and copyrights not the property of Verizon Wireless are the property of their respective owners. ©
2009 Verizon Wireless. © 2009 Verizon Wireless. *For rebate, must be a customer for 30 consecutive days. Phone may not be
returned after rebate is submitted. Wireless Zone is not responsible for typographical errors.
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VETERAN'S DAY
SPECIAL REPORT
09

VETERAN'S DAY
COVERAGE Continued From Page 1

accepted. Soldiers that will benefit from
these packages were found through www.
anysoldier.com, a website that provides a
list of soldiers, sailors and airmen, and
what they’re requesting.
“You open the package and … it feels
good to know that people care about you.
It makes you proud to know you have a
purpose,” Brian Shaw, a justice studies
major and Army National Guard veteran
said. Shaw used to receive care pack-

ages from elementary schools, the U.S.O.
and churches while he was stationed in
Germany.
Besides donations, students were also
invited to take the PT challenge, a contest to see if a student can do enough
push-ups and/or sit-ups to meet military
guidelines. The U.S. Marine Corp also set
up a pull-up bar, and the National Guard
set up a football toss.
“It’s a day to celebrate the student veterans and [for students] to be able to meet
and talk to them,” Denise Rodak, coordinator of veteran and military resources,

said.
Students were also asked to make a
card to send to a U.S. serviceman stationed overseas, take a picture in front
of a Humvee or try a military issue MRE
(Meal Ready to Eat).
“I put ‘Thanks for the hard work’ and
drew an American flag,” Joe Kowalski,
a sophomore geo-science major, said.
Kowalski and two other friends each
made a card thanking troops stationed
overseas.
The MSU Veterans Association has
also celebrated veteran and military stu-

dents this week by raising the national
colors at the student center flagpole on
Monday morning. The flags were raised
by the Seton Hall ROTC and will be
retired by the Marine Corps on Friday,
Nov. 13.
“The color guard team that raised
the colors actually went down to the
Children’s Center and made cards with
one of the pre-school rooms,” Rodak
said.
According to Rodak, there are currently 113 undergraduate students who
are military veterans.

Donovan Bembridge, junior, received the
highest score of 20 pull-ups during a PT
fitness challenge yesterday for Veteran's
Day. Other challenges included push-ups
and sit-ups where one student did 57
sit-ups.

Gerald Flores | The Montclarion

A Humvee was parked on the Student
Center Quad yesterday afternoon.
Students were able to pose in front the
military vehicle.
Gerald Flores | The Montclarion
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Veteran Will Receive Teaching Degree
After Eight Years at Montclair
Gerald Flores
Assistant News Editor

There aren’t many college students
that have taken longer to graduate than
Linda Flores.
Flores, 36, is in her last semester at
MSU, and is graduating after an eightyear journey, pursuing a degree in teaching.
No, she hasn’t changed her major a
number of times, she hasn’t been forced
to retake a lot of failed courses nor has
she defaulted on her tuition payments.
Flores is one of over 100 student veterans at MSU who have had to make the
transition from U.S. soldier to student.
She’s been serving in the Army National
Guard for over 10 years, and is finally
getting a diploma in May after having to
withdraw from school twice, because she
was called into active duty.
“It was very difficult. I just wasn’t
ready mentally to step into a classroom.
Everyday you have to have these memories or these images in your head that
no one else has to worry about,” said
Flores.
Flores remembers when she was in a

transportation unit to refuel tankers in
Iraq, and seeing soldiers 10 miles ahead
get attacked.
“Some of those soldiers were with your
unit at one point or in your mess hall …
Some of them you kind of know by face,
and then you hear their name if they were
killed, you kind of have to think hard of
who it was because there’s so many soldiers,” Flores said.
Being called into active duty forced
Flores to put her education on hold in
2001 and 2003. After coming back home
in 2005, Flores took time to transition
back into civilian life before returning
to MSU, two years later to continue her
education.
“It was very frustrating … I knew I
had to do it. The reason I decided not to
re-enlist was because I knew I needed to
finish school, because I really want to be
a teacher,” Flores said.
Her goal now is to use her degree to
teach physical education and health fulltime next September. Flores says that
these military experiences were a benefit
to her life and career path.
“[Being in the military] helps a person mature, and it helps them be more
responsible, and it helps them open up
their minds to something that is outside

your town,” Flores said.
Growing up in the urban neighborhood of Paterson, N.J., Flores enlisted in
the Army after she turned 18. She was
shocked by the difficulties of transitioning into a military life.
“I grew up in the inner city, so it was
kind of rough. I wanted to get out of
there,” said Flores. “I couldn’t really go
to college. So I said, ‘Let me join the
military.’”
Flores says that the biggest advantages of coming out of the military are
responsibility and discipline. She used
the experience of having to fend for
herself in the military to help her get
through her college classes.
“First time I got a stomachache, I went
nuts, because [my mom] wasn’t there. It
was bad, but then you get used to it. You
get used to doing things on your own.
Taking care of your own stuff, washing
your own clothes and just growing up,”
Flores said, as she thought about her
basic training experience.
While waiting for graduation day in
the spring, Flores moonlights as a student teacher, security guard at Giant
Stadium and special part-time police
officer in Fort Lee, all while taking 12
credits at MSU.

VETERAN'S DAY
FACTS
QUICK FACT According to
National Coalition for Homeless
Veterans, over 260,000 veterans
will be homeless this year.
GET INVOLVED Support emergency shelters by donating personal care items, clothing and
food. You can also volunteer
as mentors, counselors or legal
aides. Many community-based
organizations are located in
New York City. Go to http://
www.nchv.org/network.cfm for
more information.
QUICK FACT At the Library
of Congress' American Folklife
Center, 65,000 veterans have
their personal stories stored.
GET INVOLVED Collect stories
for the Field Kit Project. http://
www.loc.gov/vets/kit.html
QUICK FACT According to
ScienceDaily.com, 35 percent
of Iraq Veterans have or will
experience Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder.
GET INVOLVED Volunteer for
Give an Hour, a non-profit organization which provides free
mental health services to U.S.
military personnel and families.
https://www.giveanhour.org/
skins/gah/home.aspx

Students decorate and write cards for
soliders overseas.

QUICK FACT According to the
2008 American Community
Survey, there are more than 5.5
million U.S. veterans living with
a disability.
Gerald Flores | The Montclarion

GET INVOLVED Volunteer or
donate to the Disabled American
Veterans organization.

The Veterans
Association collected
donations for care
packages that will
be sent to troops
stationed overseas.
Items collected
included clothing,
magazines, toiletries,
DVDs and snacks.
Gerald Flores | The Montclarion

Montclair Community Honors Veterans at Ceremony

Asst. Dean for the College of Arts Sings National Anthem
Kelly Jones
Assistant News Editor

Veterans Day is a day to honor all
Americans who have served in the U.S.
military, both during wartime and in
peace. Montclair residents came out all
week to honor veterans with a very special ceremony.
The township of Montclair held the
ceremony at Edgemont Memorial Park at
11 a.m. yesterday.
“The most important thing is to honor
our veterans,” Deputy Mayor Rodger
Terry, the ceremony speaker, said.
Linda Davidson, Assisstant Dean for
the College of the Arts, sang the National

“I always like these events.
People should appreciate
veterans more.”
Tony Vandier
Korean War veteran

Anthem and Jerry Fried, mayor of
Montclair, led the Pledge of Allegiance.
"It was a moving experience — and a
moment of reflection," Davidson said.
The music was played throughout by the

Montclair Community Band. They played
many pieces from God Bless America to
the Battle Hymn of the Republic.
Veteran, Sam Harris said the ceremony was “very well done.” He was very
happy to be there and honored.
“All they’ve given to the community, we
should honor them,” Dr. Baskerville, a
Montclair resident, said.
Tony Vandier, Korean War veteran,
said, “I always like these events. People
should appreciate veterans more.”
Students from Edgemont School came
to do presentations for the veterans.
Their teacher, Ms. Waller, brought them
to the Veterans Day ceremony.
Ms. Waller said, “Students definitely

have to understand that they aren't anything without heroes. They have a legacy
to uphold.”
Three wreathes were put out for World
War I, World War II, the Korean War
and Vietnam. Reverend Gregory Horn,
from the Presbyterian church of Upper
Montclair, led the Blessing of the Wreaths.
Veteran Robert Rights, a 1950 Montclair
State University Alumni, attended the
ceremony, telling stories of the past.
November 9-15 is proclaimed as
National Veterans Awareness week.
People from all over the country honor
our veterans in many different ceremonies, and unite all Americans, including
our university.
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Gail Job
Assistant News Editor
Jade Moskovitz
Staff Writer

Officials and Montclair residents gathered at Montclair’s Bay Street train station last Sunday for a celebratory event
in theme of bringing in weekend service
to the townships of Montclair, Glen Ridge
and Bloomfield.
For many, this brought a wave of
relief, “As a freshman, I’m not given the
privilege of having a car on campus, so
I heavily rely on the train service. With
the absence of the train on the weekends,
I learned to plan my weekend schedule
within the boundaries of the campus,”
said Stephanie Addeo, a frequent user of
the New Jersey Transit.
Although this is a big step in the right
direction for Transit users, there is still
no on-campus access to the rail service
on the weekends. Unfortunately, the train
will not be stopping at the Little Falls
or Montclair Heights station, which may
serve as an inconvenience to many as
well.
“Even though the Bay Street Train is
now running on the weekends, it would be
far more convenient if trains were to run
at campus stations during that time. The
Bay Street Line is at least twenty-five
minutes from campus, how am I supposed
to get there, a cab?” Lyndsey Murtagh
said with frustration.
New Jersey Transit was able to extend
the Montclair-Booton line’s hours of operation, due to the fact that it did not interfere with their budget. Extending these
same hours for the campus rail-service
would be accompanied by a price tag that
would conflict with that very same budget.
John Leone, senior director of government and community affairs said, “We
have always wanted to expand weekend
service up to MSU. However, there is a
financial impediment to expand the train
that far and bring in another crew. We
wanted to introduce, at least, this limited
service rather than nothing.”
NJ Transit was able to provide the new
service to Bay Street without impacting
existing train schedules and financial
strains on the company. What they did
was extend the train running between
Newark and Hoboken. They routinely
review and conduct analyses on train sets

Mark Banas | The Montclarion

to see where improvement can be made.
“I wish it were more beneficial to
Montclair State University. We encourage students to use the trains; the more
riders we have, the sooner we will be able
to expand to MSU,” Don Zief, chairman
of the transportation Aavisory committee
said.
NJ Transit Public Relations representative, Penny Basset Hackett believes
students can find the new service beneficial. “It’s affordable, convenient and
an alternative for students that don’t
have a car. It is also environmentallyfriendly. Students can take the number
28 bus from Montclair State University
to Bay Street to get to the train. And, as
a Montclair resident, I am very pleased.”
With the state of the economy, college students, especially, are not looking to dig further into their pockets for
cab money in order to pay for a train.
Students without cars on campus face
a never ending battle of transportation,
despite New Jersey Transit's efforts to
raise convenience.
On a lighter note, for those that have
the luxury of having a car or alternate
transportation for the ten or fifteen minute commute over to Bay Street, the
weekend train run is a definite plus.
Many students plan on taking full advantage of the new train schedule.
“I am thrilled about this service. It’s a
first step, and hopefully, they can expand
to MSU soon enough. I usually have my
car on campus, so I wouldn’t mind driving my car and parking it at Bay Street
rather than driving into the city,” sophomore Lauren Horn said.

Montclair-Booton Line
Extends its Trail
MSU Not on the Stop List

Lacey Arnold | The Montclarion

Students wait and catch the train running at Montclair
Heights, a station near MSU. The Montclair-Booton line has
extended its service for the weekends from Bay Street to New
York Penn Station, however, MSU has not been added to the
list.

Graphic courtesy of njtransit.com

Freeman
Continued From Page 1

leased on bail, set at $25,000 and
has been escorted off campus.
Barrett added that Shinn was
identified as committing this offense
through her own statements and the
interview of other residents with usable information related to these incidents.
“At this stage we have interviewed
many who were within the building,
and detectives may re-interview peo-

ple if warranted,” Barrett said.
The case is still under active investigation, and in response to the
incidents and serious concerns, the
university police has increased patrol and posts within the building.
“The department has also implemented several other methods of
prevention and detection which cannot be shared with the public,” he
said.

Lacey Arnold | The Montclarion

quickwFACTS
- Weekend trains will now be available every two hours heading both to and from Hoboken with stops at the following
locations: Glen Ridge, Bloomfield, Watsessing Avenue, Newark
Broad St., Hoboken, Secaucus Junction and New York. This
will not have any effect on the existing schedules, but rather
extend the current train shuttles west to the Bay Street
Station.
- Trains from Bay Street to New York will operate every two
hours beginning at 7:05 a.m. 12:05 a.m. Trains return from
New York beginning at 6:11 a.m. and end at 1:34 a.m. The
estimated times for both trips are roughly 35-40 minutes.
Jillian Keats | The Montclarion

19-year-old Lauren Shinn was arrested and charged last Thursday with witness
tampering in connection with the Sept. 23 fire in Freeman Hall. Shinn has been
escorted from campus.

- Montclair Parking Authority has announced that they are
allowing free parking Saturdays and Sundays through Dec.
31 to encourage use of weekend trains.
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Ask the Nutrition Geek
Jocelynn Thomas
Staff Writer

Dear NG: I’ve heard the
buzz about Omega-3 fatty
acids, but I’m a vegetarian and don’t eat fish. Are
there any other ways to
incorporate
these
beneficial fats into my diet?
Omega-3 fatty acids are essential, meaning the body does not
produce them innately, and therefore
must be obtained from the diet. Research shows that the average American intake of omega-3 fatty acids is
suboptimal, meaning most of us are
deficient. Conversely, the majority of
the U.S. population greatly exceeds
the recommended amount of omega-6
fatty acids, sources of which are found
in vegetable oils used in processed and
fried foods, including chips and salad
dressings. One teaspoon of corn oil,
for example, satisfies the daily omega-6 requirement; however the typical
American consumes 10-20 times that
amount. So by sitting down with a bag
of Fritos, you are guaranteed to exceed
your daily recommendation, very easy
to do in today’s “Supersized” society.
For those who avoid seafood for whatever reason, be you vegetarian, allergic
or just not into the taste of fish, few nonsupplemental options exist. Using the
following information, I encourage you
to consider the best options for obtaining essential fatty acids in your daily
diet, based on personal preferences, ethics and health status. Nutrition is not
necessarily a one-size-fits-all science.
For starters, plant-based omega-3
fatty acids, such as flaxseed oil, tend to
be poorly converted to the biologically
active form of omega-3s known as EPA

(eicosapentaenoic acid), and even less
efficiently converted to DHA (docosahexaenoic acid), a major structural fat in
the hum a n
brain
a n d
r e t ina,
along
with
servi n g
other
cruc i a l
roles
( t o o
many
to expand
on in
this
a r ticle).
Briefly, so
y o u
get the
p i c - ture, DHA is said to represent
about 97 percent of all omega-3 fats in
the brain and 93 percent in the retina. If
you are deficient, which most of us are,
we can expect our brains are not working
to full capacity, and we may not be seeing things as clearly either as a result.
That said, the challenges of avoiding marine sources of omega-3s are
two-fold: the conversion to usable
forms is less from plant sources, and
obtaining a beneficial amount would
require ingestion of too many fat calories. So, where does this leave us?
Fish oil supplements are available
from multiple manufacturers, but as I
recommend with everything, you must
read labels ... consumer beware! You
want to make sure the supplement is

free of environmental contaminants
such as methyl mercury, and a low quality product is likely diluted with cheap
fillers and
o i l s ,
s u c h
as soybean.
A l though
higher
quality
supplements
m a y
c o s t
more,
y o u
u s u ally get
w h a t
you pay
for; and
c o n sidering the
longt e r m
b e n Courtesy of Wikipedia
efits,

So, why is this particular event
overlooked? One reason may be that
a lot of people don’t know what transgenderism is, or how to react to it.
Transgender is an umbrella term that
encompasses the identities of: transsexuals, crossdressers, intersexed
individuals, performers and gender
benders/genderqueers/androgynes.
A transsexual is a person who is
born into one gender, but identifies
psychologically and emotionally as
the other. This person may be transitioning from male to female (MtF)
or female to male (FtM). Often, transsexuals
experience
Gender
Identify
Disorder, which is
defined as someone
who is dissatisfied
with the biological
sex they were born
with. Gender Identity Disorder is a
fairly common disorder and can have
a profound impact
on someone’s life,
whether that person
identifies as transgender, or if they’re
just associated with
someone that identifies that way. It is also important to
note that not every person that identifies as transgender will have sex reassignment surgery. It is a personal
choice, and depends on the person.
Some may opt to take hormones, and
some may just dress like the gender
he or she feels most comfortable with.
A cross-dresser is a person who is comfortable with their physical gender at

birth, but will occasionally dress or take
on mannerisms of the opposite gender.
Cross-dressers areoftenheterosexualmen.
An intersexed individual is defined as a person who is born with
both male and female biological features (usually genitalia). At birth, the
physician and parents make a decision on which gender this child should
be raised as. This is accompanied
by surgery or hormonal treatment.
A performer is defined as someone
who dresses and acts like the opposite
sex for entertainment. For performers, drag is used for a job or for play.
It is most often not an
identity for this person. Some performers
are gay or transgender, and some are not.
Finally, a gender
bender/genderqueer/
androgyne is defined
as someone that does
not fit into any of these
categories or the categories of “male” and
“female.” Often, they
have a combination of
masculine and feminine characteristics.
Now that I have
given you a bit of an
insight into the transgender community, I’d like to stress
the importance of this day, and taking time to recognize it. We take the
time to come together and recognize
the lives that were lost in transgenderrelated hate crimes, something that

I say it is worth it. The advantage of
fish oil supplementation is that it contains both beneficial elements of omega-3 fatty acids, DHA and EPA. Strictly
vegetarian sources are derived from a
strain of algae known as Crypthecodinium cohnii, and provide DHA but lack
EPA. A plant-based source providing
smaller amounts of EPA is seaweed,
found in sushi, types of which include
kelp, laver and wakame.On the food
industry horizon, new omega-3 fortified products are being showcased on
the market. These may provide some
supplementation, however consumers must be aware of the amount each
serving supplies, in order to meet

daily requirements. I believe some is
better than none, but optimal is best.
As a result of these new innovative
products, including omega-3 fortified
oils, eggs, pasta, milk, meat and poultry, individuals may be able to better
meet the fatty acid recommendations
than were envisioned years ago. The
American Heart Association currently
recommends the consumption of two
servings of preferably oily fish (i.e.
salmon or anchovies, not fried!) per
week, which equates to 400-500 mg
EPA+DHA daily. For those with known
coronary heart disease, the recommendation increases to one gram daily.
For those concerned with environmental contamination of seafood, this
is a legitimate matter that needs to
be addressed. Although debate exists,
studies show that farm-raised fish tend
to be higher in contaminants such as
mercury and polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) vs. wild caught. New research is
focusing on ways to minimize contaminants in farm-raised fish, and establishing consistent methods for consumption
advice. In the meantime, try to avoid
shark, swordfish and king mackerel;
keep in mind albacore (white) tuna has
more mercury than canned light tuna,
and removing fish skin can help reduce
consumption of environmental toxins.
Lastly, I do not want to minimize the
importance of another omega-3 fatty
acid, alpha-linolenic acid (ALA), sources of which include flaxseeds, walnuts,
soybeans, pumpkin seeds, canola and
olive oil, and in smaller amounts, leafy
greens such as kale. Research highlights
the cardioprotective and so many other
benefits of consuming the healthy fats
covered in this article. The key, as with
everything, is being aware and striving for balance, not just nutritionally,
but in all aspects of your life. I know,
easier said than done. Give it a try.

Transgender Remembrance Day

Dorian Nappo
Staff Writer

In my five years at Montclair, I have
met many people, I have seen many diverse events and I have learned about
many other cultures, ethnicities and
interests of my fellow peers. I think we
would all agree that Montclair is pretty
diverse. However, there is one special
day that occurs in the middle of November that seems to always be neglected,
even by the LGBTQ community, the
community it is primarily a part of. This
day is Transgender Remembrance Day.
The Transgender Day of Remembrance is held every November to
honor Rita Hester, who was murdered
on Nov. 28, 1998 into a transgender-related hate crime. Her death caused the
community to start the “Remembering
Our Dead” project and hold the first
ever Transgender Remembrance Vigil
in San Francisco in 1999. The “Remembering Our Dead” project helps us
commemorate others who have died in
transgender-related hate crimes by listing their names, their causes of death
and any other relevant information.

the media doesn’t put much emphasis
on. We raise awareness of hate crimes
and the hatred against the community. We honor these people, and we
sympathize with their families and
loved ones. We remember them, and
we hope and pray that the same thing
doesn’t happen to those we know.
On Nov. 20 this year, people around
the world will be commemorating the
eighth annual Transgender Remembrance Day. While we are remembering
those lost, we are also fighting for acceptance and change. Over the last decade,
more than one person per month has
died due to transgender-based hate or
prejudice, regardless of any other factors
in their lives. We must move forward
and raise more awareness, and make
sure that these crimes are lessened.
Every person makes a difference. Make
yourself aware and fight for change.
Photos Courtesy of thethoughtvox.com

The “Remembering Our Dead”
project can be found online at http://
www.gender.org/remember/about/
core.html
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Exploring Bloomfield Avenue
Café Diem isn’t going to cut it tonight. Well, I’ve got you covered.
Café Eclectic is a short ride from
Sick of (or from) the food on camcampus
into the heart of downtown
pus? Take a short ride with me to exMontclair.
When you think of a cofplore the culinary diversity along the
feehouse,
it
probably conjures somehistoric thoroughfare that is Bloomthing
along
the lines of this place.
field Avenue — on a college student’s
The
space
is
divided into two large
budget, of course.
rooms,
one
which
houses the counThis is a series by Scott about good
ter
and
a
number
of small tables,
restaurants that college kids should
and
the
other
containing
a spirited
check out.
collection of garage sale salvaged
furniture. A gold-painted tin ceilIt’s getting to be that time of the semesing resides high above the place.
ter. You’re checking the syllabus, calcuOriginal artwork hangs from the
lating and re-calculating exactly what
walls. A steady mix of acoustic
it’s going to take to slide by with a C.
music streams in the background.
You’re starting to think about that term
The menu here is drink-heavy. The
project your professor has been talking
entire front page of the menu is dediabout since early September. Finals
cated solely to coffee drinks (in small
loom on the horizon. What percentage
font). In addition, there are dozens of
of your grade does lab count for again?
options of teas, sodas, steamed milk
And if you’re anything like me,
drinks, even a selection of milkshakes.
you’ve found yourself transfixed in a
The options for food are more modest.
desk at Sprague Library, well after
A few salads, a handful of sandwiches,
sun down, with scholastic intentions,
soup and a few specialty dishes combut unconsciously clicking through picprise the balance of the non-dessert
tures on Facebook of the latest in coed
menu. Of particular interest to the
Halloween fashion (I see you dressed
“late-in-the-semester-no-loan-moneyas a cat this year — meowww). As if
left” student may be the two-hot dog
your lackluster attention span wasn’t
or grilled cheese special. A choice of
troublesome enough, your stomach
either food item comes with a choice
is beginning to vie for your attenof soda for under six dollars. There
tion. Another cordon bleu panini from
are plenty of options for desserts as
well, including ice cream.
I found solace from my
schoolwork with a cheddar and chicken quesadilla
and a vanilla and spiced
chai milkshake. Both were
delicious. The quesadilla
came with generous portions of chicken and fresh
sour cream and salsa. The
milkshake was just right,
not too sweet, and adorned
with a dollop of whip cream
on top. This cost about
$12.50, but the milkshake
accounted for nearly half
Courtesy of cafeeclectic-nj.com the bill at five dollars. Had I
Scott W. Buchanan
Staff Writer

Courtesy of Google Maps

ordered a soda, coffee or tea I could have
been out the door for under nine bucks.
Wireless internet, late hours and
lots of caffeinated refreshments make
Café Eclectic a good option for studying (or reviewing status updates). This
place does bustle at times though, and
they advertise regular live music. You
may want to check the website to make

sure your study plans don’t conflict
with the latest local screamo prodigy.
Café Eclectic is the antithesis of the
branded coffee house (i.e., Starbucks,
Dunkin Donuts). A little time spent here
reveals a real personality to this place.
This cafe is as much about poetry as it is
about profit. Need a break? Check it out.

Café Eclectic
444 Bloomfield Avenue
Montclair, NJ 07042
(973)-509-9179
http://cafeeclectic-nj.com/
Price per Meal — $8.00+
Miles from Campus — 3.7 Miles

Graduate Studies

Ready
to lead.
Determined
to succeed.
In today’s world, a graduate degree gives you a real
advantage — in a competitive marketplace and in
your chosen career. At Hofstra University, with
programs recognized by The Princeton Review and
U.S. News & World Report, among others, you’ll ﬁnd an
environment designed to help you ﬁnd your edge and
succeed in whatever ﬁeld you choose. Top-ranked
programs. Renowned faculty. A worldwide network.
Get ready to succeed.

ﬁnd your edge®

$G*UDG1RY2+B0RQWFODLU6WLQGG

� Graduate Open House
November 22, 2009
1-4 p.m.
hofstra.edu/motivated
30
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Where Can You Get A Vitamin For Free?
“Just Direct Your Feet To The Sunny Side Of The
Street”
James Carpentier
Staff Writers

Of all the vitamin bottles found in
pharmacies and nutrition stores, there
is one vitamin that you can get for free.
Can you guess which one? Hint: It’s
probably the hottest vitamin discussed
in both medical and scientific circles,
and it has been widely publicized in
newspapers and magazines during the
past few years. Don’t know? Well,
here’s another clue that appears in the
lyrics of an 80-year-old song — music and words by Dorothy Fields and
Jimmy McHugh from their 1929 tune,
“On The Sunny Side Of The Street”:

Grab your coat and get your hat, leave
your worries on the doorstep; Just direct your feet to the sunny side of the
street. Can’t you hear that pitter-pat?
And that happy tune is your step! Life
can be complete on the sunny side of
the street. I used to walk in the shade
with those blues on parade. But I’m
not afraid – this rover has crossed
over! If I never had a cent, I’d be
rich as Rockefeller - gold dust at my
feet on the sunny side of the street.

‘Sunny.’ ‘Hottest.’ Give up? The
mysterious vitamin is vitamin D —
also known as the ‘sunshine vitamin.’
And, with the upcoming cold weather
in late fall and winter, you would be
wise to grab your coat and get your hat
and visit Ol Sol every day for at least

10-15 minutes, whether he’s shining
brightly in the winter sky or hidden
behind clouds. According to the latest
medical research, “As many as 75 percent of Americans may not be getting
enough
vitamin
D
for
optimal
health.
Doctors
h a v e
known
f o r
years
that vitamin
D
is
good for
bones,
b u t
now researchers are
finding
that vitamin D
— often
called
the sunshine
vitamin
because your body produces it when exposed to the sun — may help ward off a
whole host of illnesses, including cancer
and heart disease.” Harvard scientists
recently found “that among 18,000 men
they’ve been tracking since 1993,
those with the highest blood levels
of vitamin D were the least likely
to have heart attacks, while those
with the lowest levels had the
highest risk.” Colleen Pierre, a
registered dietician stated, “Now
some doctors are recommending
10 to 15 minutes of sun exposure
a few times a week. Those who
don’t go out much should consider
a 1,000-IU (international units)
vitamin D supplement daily.”

But, before you take the easy way out
and buy vitamin D supplements, if you
are ‘afraid to cross over,’ and venture
outdoors into the sunlight during those
blustery wintry days, consider this:
Pierre states that the
sun “outshines food
as your best source
of vitamin D. To get
the vitamin D value
of a (10 minute) exposure to sunlight,
you’d have to eat 6
½ pounds of shiitake
mushrooms, 150 egg
yolks or 3 ¾ pounds
of fresh farmed salmon, 30 servings of
fortified cereal, 2 1/6
pounds of sardines
or 30 cups of fortified orange juice.”
According to Parade magazine, even
the richest dietary
sources of vitamin
D such as fish, eggs,
fortified dairy and
soy milk products do
not provide enough
daily units of vitamin D as compared
with sun exposure. Parade mentions:
“Stronger bones, a better immune system, protection from some cancers,
lower blood pressure, clearer skin
and a healthier brain. These are just
a few of the apparent benefits of the
strangest of vitamins — vitamin D.
Unlike all other vitamins, vitamin D
is made by our bodies, but it requires
sunshine. The problem is, we’re just
not getting as much as we used to or
enough to make the vitamin D our
bodies need. We spend too much time
indoors, and when we do go outdoors,
we’re using sunblock, which blocks the
ultraviolet rays that create vitamin D.”
As for boosting brain health, well,
perhaps Dorothy Fields and Jimmy

Cooking
With
Nelson!
Nelson DePasquale
SPORTS EDITOR

Hello everybody! Please excuse me
for missing the last few weeks. I assure
you that this week’s recipe will please
you so much, you won’t even notice I
was gone. By the way, I hope everybody is taking the proper precautions
against that nasty Swine Flu. I know
I have been taking Swine Flu vaccinations every day since a few weeks ago. I
have been eating bacon, baby back ribs,
pork chops and well, you get the idea.
Ok, enough with the beating around
the bush, and on with this week’s recipe.
This one is being brought out by popular
demand. I know all you veggie-lovers
out there have been suffering from the

lack of vegetarian recipes I provide. So,
for them, and of course for you, I give
you the DePasquale family recipe for
the fan favorite Broccoli and Cavatelli.
This is a very simple and quick recipe to make. So, for all you single guys
out there, you can easily impress your
crush with your subpar culinary skills.
Here are the ingredients:
• one box of gourmet Cavatelli pasta
(only the best for you)
• one or two whole heads of brocolli,
depending on how many mouths you
decide to feed.
• One stick of butter (don’t worry
about the calories hun, you don’t have
to use the whole stick).
• Grated parmesan cheese

• Oregano
• White wine
•SECRET INGREDIENT: Ok guys,
this is the clincher right here. You
may think I am crazy. But all you
need is a little hot sauce. We will get
to that later, just trust me.
The first step is to, obviously, put
the pasta in boiling water over your
stove. During the time it takes for the
cavatellis to soften, you can cut up the
head of brocolli. Also, it is this time you
make the secret broccoli and cavatelli
sauce. I am very sensitive when I discuss this recipe to you because this was
my great-grandpa Georgio’s most favorite, delicious dish. He died of gangrene.
Hey, he was a Jet fan, what can I say?
Ok, back to the main topic of today’s

McHugh also realized just how powerful the sun’s rays were towards promoting a ‘sunnier’ disposition when they
wrote 80 years ago about ‘walking in the
shade with those blues on parade’ and
‘leaving your worries on the doorstep’
and intuitively encouraging everyone
to spend more time ‘on the sunny side
of the street.’ It turns out that spending too much time in the ‘shade’ (or indoors in your dorm room, house, classroom or office each day this winter and
throughout the year) can indeed lead
to a case of the ‘blues.’ According to
the Washington Post, “In winter’s gray
and cold days, the midday work blues
can hit hard. If you feel tired, lethargic or unmotivated during the day…
Take a walk to get the blood pumping
to your heart and brain. A walk outside in the sun also will activate vitamin D in your body and improve your
mood.” Well, a daily walk outside in
sunlight this winter and throughout
the year will not make you ‘as rich as
Rockefeller,’ but when you get those 10
to 15 minutes of healthful vitamin D
while walking in the sun each day, you
may indeed feel like a million bucks!
Photos Courtesy of Wikipedia

dish: the sauce. Once the pasta is ready,
mix the broccoli, oregano, grated cheese
and as much butter as you see fit. It is
now time to add the secret ingredient:
the hot sauce. Now, not all people can
tolerate a good amount of hot sauce, so
please use it with discretion. Nevertheless, the hot sauce gives this dish a kick
like no other. At this time, add just a few
tablespoons of the white wine and you
are all set. Grab your fork and eat up!
Well that’s all for this week, remember to pick up next week’s issue for my Thanksgiving Day special. It will be a plethora of tastiness.
Don’t forget to give your compliments to the chef! Have a good one!
I will see you next week America!
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Montclair State University’s Chairman of Art and Design: More Than an Artist

Emily Golloub
Arts & Entertainment Editor

The simple act of walking into
Scott Gordley’s office diminished all previous expectations.
As chairman of the department
of art and design at MSU, there
were previous expectations of
paint here, brushes there and,
maybe, even a few unfinished
works lining the office. This
wasn’t the case.
He was wearing light jeans,
a vest, a colorful tie and a button-down shirt. His office was
lit with the warm glow of lamps,
unlike the fluorescent lights that
fill the halls of Calcia. The dark
wooden desk made the office feel
like a law office rather than an
artist’s office.
A couple of paintings hanging
on the walls, an earring in his
left ear and his publications on
the bookshelf relieved feelings of
doubt of being in the wrong office.
Having only seen his self portrait and a few professional
pictures of Gordley, a warm
greeting, a friendly smile and
a handshake alleviated worries
that he was as stern as he looked
in pictures I had seen previously.
Gordley knew exactly what he
wanted to do at four years old.
With an artistic mother, drawing
lessons at the kitchen table were
an ordinary event. As a child,
Gordley would make up stories
in his head and draw them out.
At age seven, he drew a large
group of Native Americans gathered around a naked woman tied
to a post. Although his mother
was nothing less than disturbed,
it is clear that Gordley’s imagination was leading the way.
Throughout his childhood, he
was always known as the artist.
He would draw caricatures of his
teachers, a habit that he has carried on into his adulthood, mostly in faculty meetings. He won
a national art award at age ten,
which propelled him even more
into a career involving art.
Gordley attended Bowling
Green State University (BFA,

Painting), Ringling College of
Art and Design (BFA, Graphic
Design), Wesleyan University
(Graduate Liberal Studies, Humanities, English Literature)
and Tufts University (MFA,
Film). He worked at Mitchell
College in Connecticut for fifteen
years. The small school wasn’t
enough for Gordley. When the
MSU Chairman of Art and Design job opened up, he jumped on
the opportunity. A love for the
city and the large state school
brought Gordley to MSU eight
years ago.
Although the various chairman
jobs provide an impressive resume, Gordley’s early jobs right
out of college are by far the most
interesting. He would make gag
cartoons and send them to any
and every magazine, from Esquire to Playboy. Gordley recalls
having maybe one published in
National Lampoon.
He, later, worked at a gas station. He hated his job. One day
he made it known to a customer that he was unhappy with is
job, and was offered to work in
the carnival. He cut his, what
use to be, long hair, flew to Milwaukie with his friend and traveled with all sorts of carnies,
from the Bearded Lady to the
Alligator Woman. Gordley’s job
was to guess ages and weights.
He would sleep in bunk beds
in a hallowed out horse trailer.
Gordley jokingly ended the carnival story with, “It was great
preparation for this [chairman
of art and design] position.”
His carnival adventures influenced his artwork. He looks
at the side of life with an edge,
the subtext of making sense of
humanity, much like the work
of photographer Diane Arbus
which exposed the dark side of
everyday life through art.
Gordley has also always been
interested in music. His father
inspired him to play instruments. Gordley has played well
over ten instruments including
multiple string instruments, but
favors the saxophone. Gordley
said, “Music is the most enjoyable art form, because it is im-

Birthday Boy watercolor, 11 x 14 in

All Photos Courtesy of www.gallery51.org

mediate, unlike my paintings,
which are tedious. Music is pure,
primal pleasure.” Gordley has
preformed with his trio in places
such a Foxwoods and Mohegan
Sun. They perform every weekend, and has a new recording,
Off the Cuff, out on the Emperor
Music label.
Gordley’s work was recently
featured in Gallery 51, a gallery
located right here in Montclair,
on Church Street. One day, he
walked into the gallery and began talking to the owner, Andy
Foster. He talked about his jazz
trio, and how he would enjoy
performing there. It wasn’t until
Gordley handed Foster his business card that Foster realized
that he was also an artist. After
weeks of preparation, Gordley’s
exhibit was put together and
his Family Portraits were displayed.
When asked about his motivation of his pieces, Gordley explained that he wanted to make
sense of his family, a sort of reconciliation. He wanted to expose
Gordley Continued on Page 15

Fontainebleau oil, 46 x 36 in
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Pelican Playlist
Favorite Songs of

Movies You Should Have Seen:

Haggard
Jon Reino
Staff Writer

When most people think of Bam Margera, they think of the Jackass star or the
professional skateboarder, but very few
people think of Bam Margera as a director. Released on June 24, 2003, Haggard
marked Bam’s mainstream cinema debut,
but this is not his first filmmaking experience. Growing up not too far from here in
West Chester, Pennslvania, he and all his
friends filmed each other acting in short
skits and stunt videos, which later evolved
into the CKY videos and Jackass, where
Bam achieved most of his fame, outside
of skateboarding. Some considered him
a sell out because of his hit MTV series,
Viva La Bam, but anyone who has seen
his earlier films knows his stunts are real,
and his films are hilarious.
Haggard does not follow the traditional
style you might expect from Bam, Ryan
Dunn, Raab Himself, Rake Yohn and
Brandon Dicamillo. The film starts out
with Dunn’s character, Ry, smashing up
random objects such as a Television and a
portrait of who you, later, find out is his
girlfriend, who had just broken up with
him. As the film progresses, Ry gets more
and more depressed and desperate, and
seeks out revenge on her and information on her and her new boyfriend, nicknamed Hellboy. The vandalism ranges
from smearing things all over her house
to breaking in to read through her diary.
But, the heart of this comedy does not just
lie in the main plot, most of the laughs are
found in one liners and random events,
which keep the film fresh and entertaining throughout. Ry’s girl troubles might
be the main story line in the film, but subplots like Brandon Dicamillo’s character,
Falcone, and his quest to complete his
new invention, the Reverse Microwave,
for an invention contest, add depth to the
characters and unlock new opportunities
for hilarious situations. But, the film does
earn its R rating, since there is plenty of
profanity. But as long as you can handle
some bad words, you will be laughing the

War and Peace

whole time.
Skateboarders will recognize the numerous pro-skater cameos throughout
the film, including Bucky Lasek, Tim
O’Conner, Jason Ellis, Mike Maldonado
and, even, Tony Hawk. What this film
lacks in major star power, it makes up for
with interesting filmmaking and laugha-minute writing. There are probably
more random jokes, sequences and regular dialogue, but, rather than just make
the film seem scatter brained, it actually keeps the flow of the scenes tight and
brings the comedy factor way up. One of
the most welcomed aspects of this film
that sets it apart is the use of montages
throughout the film. After major scenes,
short two to three minute montages showing characters, time lapses and some occasional skateboarding, help break up
some of the tension and show time passing in a visually appealing manner. The
camera work is also surprisingly good
for such a low budget film. The director
of photography, Joseph Frantz, who also
shot several shows for MTV, is working
on the upcoming film, Dream Seller, and
does an amazing job shooting in Haggard
and his other works. The soundtrack also
brings the film together, featuring bands
like HIM, CKY, New Order and Iggy and
the Stooges among others.
So, whether you’re a fan of Bam Margera or not, Haggard is sure to entertain.
Check out this film and also the pseudosequel, Minghags, both available on DVD
in most major stores and online. Do not let
his Television reality show fool you, Haggard is a hilarious film that will keep you
laughing from beginning to end.

Disagree with anything I have
said? Have anything to add? Any
requests for movies you want me
to mention or review? Send an
email to msuarts@gmail.com with
“Jon Reino” in the subject heading,
speak and you will be heard.

“Bring the Boys Back Home” by Pink Floyd
Amanda Balbi, Assistant Feature Editor
“Gimme Shelter” by The Rolling Stones
Katherine Milsop, Opinion Editor
“Imagine” by John Lennon
Katie Winters, Assistant Copy Editor
“Give Peace a Chance” by The Beatles
Kulsoom Rivizi, News Editor
“War” by Edwin Starr
Emily Golloub, Arts & Entertainment Editor
“The War is Over” by Sarah Brightman and
Kazem al - Saher
Mike Campbell, Managing Editor
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Success Starts Here
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Gordley
Continued from Page 13

the desperate parts of life; the order of
chaos. Like most artists, Gordley’s personal life plays a huge part in his work.
In one of Gordley’s paintings, titled Skins,
he shows men standing with no shirts on
at various stages of life. He painted his father, his nephew and himself. When asked
to remove their shirts, his father, surprisingly, had no problem. His nephew, on
the other hand, was very reluctant. This
brought back memories of Gordley, as an
adolescent, being very uncomfortable and
insecure with his body. The emotions are
clear on the faces of the men in the painting about how they felt bearing their bodies. His father has a very happy-go-lucky
face, at ease, without a care and almost
proud. His nephew, on the other hand, has
clenched fists and a look of anger.
Now, Gordley bases a lot of his work
around a class he taught in Nice, France
called Art of Visual Narrative. The classes
teach students to look at ordinary things
in a new light. It teaches them to stop, and
pay attention to the world around them.
Gordley lives in Stonington, Conn.
where he also has his studio. He also has
an apartment in Montclair, and borrows
the MFA studios on campus. His wife has
her own interior design business in Conneticut. Gordley splits his time in Stonington and Montclair.
Between talking about his influences

and wide range of jobs, Gordley offered a
piece of advice for art students; Gordley
recommends, “Do more than one thing.
Have a safety net against recession.” He
emphasized balancing more than one
thing. He suggested teaching. He also
warns that artists are often very isolated
in their studios, and that isolation can be
devastating. Gordley suggests getting out
in public and socializing.
Gordley’s goal is to just stay grounded.
His profession can lead to a very “narcissistic lifestyle,” and as long as he can
pull away from that, give, contribute and
teach, he hopes to give his students guidance and truly hopes the best for them.
Gordley says that teaching is very parental.
Throughout the entire interview Gordley answered the questions quickly. It was
clear he had done many interviews before.
It was almost a defeated feeling though.
Clearly, he has “been there, done that.”
But the last question caught Gordley off
guard. When asked what his greatest accomplishment was, he quickly responded
with, “Besides my daughter?” He chuckled, but quickly became serious as he began to ponder. He broke the silence with
a sigh and stating that, “…this is a hard
question.” He finally responded with,
“Just trying to be a good person I guess. I
know it’s a bit generic.”
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This week in
Entertainment

Photos Courtesy of www.blogs.trb.com

- Grey's Anatomy’s Dr. Isobel Stevens (Katherine Heigl) returns from hiatus.

- Up leads the record 20 eligible films for the
Best Animated Feature Oscar at the 82nd
Academy Awards.

-Fox’s Dollhouse is officially canceled.

Photo Courtesy of www.deviantart.com

Self-Portrait oil, 50 x 70 in

All Photos Courtesy of www.gallery51.org
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want to be shared in the Arts
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The Biggest Game of the Year
Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2

Mark Ramdular
Staff Writer

Lovers will increase their scolding,
grades will drop significantly and ultimately, time will be consumed. It’s that
time of year again, the time of year when
developers release their biggest games. Inarguably, the biggest game of the year was
released this Tuesday, Nov. 10. Of course,
that game is
Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare 2. Developed by Infinity Ward
for the PS3,
Xbox
360
and PC, Infinity Ward
once again
aims to tap
into the same
kind of magic
they did with
the runaway
success
of
2007’s Call
of Duty 4:
Modern Warfare.
The story of Modern Warfare
2 picks up
where
the
last
game
left off. Imran Zakhaev,
the antagonist of the
last game, is
considered
a martyr and hero to many Russians and
terrorists for causing nuclear catastrophe.
And while he is dispatched in the final
moments of the prequel, we find out that
his lieutenant, Vladmir Makarov, is committing various acts of terrorism throughout Europe. Gamers are, almost literally,
thrown into the middle of this situation
through the viewpoint of US Army Ranger Private Allen as well as Sergeant Gary
“Roach” Sanderson.

Immediately, upon starting the campaign mode, a small warning appears,
giving gamers the option to skip certain
graphic scenes. While this comes as a surprise, one will quickly find that it is a crucially smart implementation.
After this, we take control of Allen and go
through the tutorial with which veterans
will quickly be used to since, thankfully,
the controls are the same as the prequel.

Once the tutorial is over, we are taken to
the first level, and the campaign continues
linearly into a great story. The locations,
much like last game, vary from Europe to
the Middle East to South America.
Along with the campaign mode, the
developers added Special Ops, which can
both be played singularly or with a friend.
This mode acts somewhat like an arcade
mode type game. Levels are not related to
the story, and you receive stats at the end

of the missions showing how well you did.
The scenarios span anywhere from snowmobile races to mowing down enemies.
While Special Ops is an added treat, it
isn’t the mode that has millions across the
country addicted.
Multiplayer is almost the cornerstone
of Modern Warfare 2. This being said,
campaign and special ops are still great
modes. The multiplayer in Modern War-

tive multiplayer formula of the first game,
and anyone can see that multiplayer is a
staggering success.
Among some other great and noteworthy changes is Modern Warfare 2’s presentation. Graphically, the first game was
already pretty good. This installment,
however, looks amazing. And while the
character models didn’t change too substantially, the lighting, shading and physics
among
other graphical
qualities, are so
enhanced
from
the
first game
that anyone
will
think
it’s
been
more than
two
years
in between
games. Call
of Duty as
a franchise
has always
had
good
reputation
for
soundtrack
and
sounds, and
Modern Warfare 2 keeps
this reputation intact.
If Modern Warfare
2 has any
flaws, it is
that
espePhoto Courtesy of www.joystick.com cially with
a big game
fare 2 is the secret ingredient, which keeps
like this, some very questionable mateyou coming back. Additions include: new
rial has been implemented in terms of
weapons, new levels, numerous new perks
violence. And while there is a very intelto have fun with, emblems and awards to
ligently placed warning mechanism, it
collect, 15 kill streak rewards to unlock
doesn’t make the material any less cringe
and a plethora other goodies. Luckily, for
worthy, even if you are of age. Fortunatethose with the urge for customization,
ly, with an amazing single player camModern Warfare 2 lets players customize
paign, astounding presentation and multhe powers received during kill streaks on
tiplayer that defines the word engrossing,
top of the already customizable classes.
any gamer will see Modern Warfare 2 for
Factor all this in with the already addicwhat it is — the best game of the year.

Movies to See Over
Thanksgiving Break
After stuffing your face and watching football, what better way to get back in shape
than going to your local movie theater? Here is a list of movies in a variety of genres
that you shouldn’t miss this Thanksgiving break:

The Princess and the Frog

, Family Flick

The Law Ofﬁces of

Geoffrey T. Mott, P.C.
Serving the MSU Community throughout the State of NJ in ALL
Municipal and Superior courts.
Representing students and their families in all civil and criminal
matters, including immigration, family law, DUI’s,
trafﬁc violations, bankruptcy, personal
injury, landlord/tenant, debt and credit
related issues, and all other legal matters
impacting your family and the Community.
Saturday and evening appointments available.
MSU student-friendly rates

Tel: (973) 655-8989
Fax:(973) 655-0077

546 Valley Road
Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043

email: gmott@geoffreymottlaw.com
web: www.geoffreymottlaw.com

-The first mainstream cell-animated feature in years, from the
creators of The Little Mermaid. Makes me so happy I could kiss a
frog!

The Road

, Science Fiction

-Cormac Mcarthy’s dense symbolist tome of the misadventures
of “The Man” and “The Boy” as they wander through the vast emptiness the world has become. This adaptation of the Pulitzer Prize winning sci-fi epic promises to be both terrifying and heartwarming.

Pirate Radio

, Comedy

-The British Government wants to ban Rock-n-Roll! Not on
Phillip Semour Hoffman’s Watch. A tale of one man’s fight against
square politicians based on a true story.

Ninja Assassin

, Action

-Director James Mcteigue says the martial arts film hasn’t gotten it’s due. Someone obviously hasn’t seen Kill Bill. I’m sure Tarintino will forgive him if it rocks.
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H1N1 Vaccinations: Swine Not?
0

Lou Cunningham | The Montclarion

D

espite the anticipation
leading up to the H1N1
vaccination clinic on
campus this week, there’s been
a much smaller turnout than
expected.
Since the beginning of the
semester, the health center has
been regularly reminding students, faculty and staff (primarily
via e-mail) about the free vaccinations.
It is strongly recommended
that college-age students, especially those who dorm or spend at
least six hours a day on campus,
receive the vaccination.
Unless you have a pre-existing
condition that prevents you from

receiving flu vaccines, or have an
allergy to egg products, you should
get the vaccine.
Donna Barry, a registered nurse
and director of the University Health
Center told Montclarion reporters
that she was concerned that students are listening to inaccurate
information and not basing their
decisions on fact.
“It’s a very, very safe vaccine,”
Donna said. “You get the shot, and
go about your business.”
Bad reactions and fevers are not
common.
Typically those who receive the
vaccine may feel some soreness at
the injection sight.
Students may have been put off

by half-baked testimonies and edited
videos on Youtube depicting horrible,
paralyzing reactions as a result of
the vaccine. If those reactions were
truly that common, health officials
would not be encouraging pregnant
women to get vaccinated.
As of Wednesday, Barry estimated about 1,400 people on campus had received the vaccination so
far. This is out of approximately to
20,000 students, faculty and staff on
campus.
There are 900 doses left on site,
and close to 6,000 in transit. The
university ordered 9,000 doses. More
clinics can be scheduled over the
following weeks if the health center
sees a demand for them.

Currently, however, students at
Montclair don’t appear to be worried about catching or spreading the
flu virus. The health center, so far,
reports 175 confirmed cases of influenza on campus. This number is
actually much lower than expected
considering the size of the school,
according to university health officials. Because H1N1 is a new flu
virus, people are significantly less
immune to it.
Barry said that she would like to
see more students and faculty take
advantage of the free vaccinations.
The vaccine on campus is given
in the form of an injection. It’s quick
and relatively painless, and may
prevent you from having at the very

least, a miserable two weeks. The
whole process takes less than 15
minutes.
Ultimately, students should consider what’s best for them. If you
have any questions, speak with your
doctor or any of the nurses on campus.
You should actually read the
information on the “What You Need
to Know” sheets at the clinic before
getting the vaccine.
There are still two days left for
vaccinations on campus. Get it over
with so we can stop writing editorials on H1N1.
- KM

Show MSU Sports Some Love!
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his weekend marks
two of the most important games in recent
Montclair State sports history.
Red Hawk Football takes on
Kean University this Saturday
at 1 p.m.
The winner takes home the
New Jersey Athletic Conference
Title and an automatic bid
to the NCAA Division III
Tournament.
The very next day, Men’s
Soccer takes on either Stevens

-

Lou Cunningham | The Montclarion

or York College in the second round
of the NCAA Tournament. If both
teams emerge victorious, it would
prove to be one of the greatest 48
hours for the Red Hawks in a long,
long time.
But will anyone be there to
watch it?
What has been evident here at
Montclair over the past few years
is a lack of support for our sports
teams.
Football lost their first game
of the season, but went on to win

eight conference games in a row to
improve to a 8-1 record. Football
has won 16 straight regular season
home games.
Men’s Soccer hasn’t lost a home
game since October of 2005. These
two teams have accomplished all
of this with a lack of fan support.
The only game that consistently packs the seats every year is
the annual Homecoming football
game. This year, seats were sold
out.
More than 6,000 people showed

up with standing-room only to see
the Red Hawks edge out William
Paterson, 24-17. Remember, this
was homecoming weekend.
Most of the people came just
because it’s Homecoming tradition
to pre-game, get drunk and watch
their Red Hawks take down a conference opponent. This is evident
in the fact that only 1,000 people
showed up for the next home game
against Cortland. That’s only onesixth of the attendance of the week
before.

Not to mention, men’s soccer
have been perennially ranked
contenders in all of Division
III for the last few years. They
haven’t even gotten half as much
of a fan turnout as football. The
cumulative attendance for the
year, so far, for Men’s Soccer is
4,551. That’s more then 1,500
people less than the Homecoming
football game alone.
For the NJAC Championship
game against Rowan, less than
800 fans came to show their support. And, these are pretty generous estimates.
Where is the love for Montclair
State sports?
As students, we shouldn’t just
use Homecoming as an excuse to
get out to the games.
Money isn’t a good excuse
either. Saturday’s football game
is free for all Montclair students,
and Sunday’s soccer game is just
three dollars for students.
Montclair State’s football and
men’s soccer teams have played
well at home all season with little
fan support, just imagine what
they could do playing before a full
house.
This weekend could be history
in the making for both the MSU
football and men’s soccer teams.
Why not go out and be a witness
to that history?
Get out of bed early on
Saturday, get together with your
friends and go support your
Montclair State Red Hawks this
weekend.
-MM & NDP
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State Education Reforms: Not an Easy “A”
Plan to Improve Education in N.J. Neglects “Chronically Failing” Schools

G

Katie Winters
Assistant Copy
Editor

over nor elect
Chris
Christie included
the plan to create
a tax scholarship
fund for low-income children in
his platform.
This
fund
would
allow
students from
low-income families who attend
“chronically failing” schools to
attend any other
public or private

in the end. Improvement of an educational
system is not an overnight reform, and we
need to stop looking for immediate results.
This plan becomes even more detrimental
to “failing schools” when you consider that
the assessment of schools is based on standardized testing.
There are other factors in rating a school
but student test scores are a major source of
data. Funneling out all of the good test takers from a school will only make it look worse
on the assessments.
If nothing is done to improve the school,
and all students who achieve good scores are
bused out, then presumably the scores will
continue to drop.
Also, this idea of allowing bright kids to
find schooling elsewhere, removes a possibly
positive influence other students may find
from competition.
The challenge other students pose often
is one of the best motivators for learning. By
removing the “brightest,” other students will
miss out on a rival that could have pushed
them to achieve more in school.
Allowing low-income students the ability
to attend private school through a scholarship fund may be a good idea, but allowing
them to attend any public or private school is
not.
This encourages the idea that the inner
city schools are a lost cause, and all the intelligent kids should find a better education
elsewhere. This money would be better used
to improve the “chronically failing” schools.
This won’t yield immediate results, and
a few intelligent kids may have to suffer
through this reform, but it will improve the
education available to the whole student
body for years to come.
It’s better to use this money to improve
the education of many, rather than a few.

school.
This does allow for bright students to get
a better education, but this plan seems to be
lacking.
This plan has many holes in it. Perhaps
the biggest problem is that this does not
motivate anyone to improve schools.
It seems like it would be much more effective to help the “chronically failing” schools
rather than just send the “smart” kids elsewhere.
Now parents and students, who could
be the driving force behind changing a bad
school to a better one, will be content with
the knowledge that a smart child doesn’t
have to suffer a subpar school.
This plan seems to be just another case of
a politician admitting that inner city schools
can never be helped, and that we just need to
get the smart kids out. No school would ever
improve if this were the attitude taken.
Christie, the state congress and county governments just need to commit to
improvement. If this money is going to be
spent on education, it would be better spent
improving these schools.
It’s a solution that will not yield immedi- Katie Winters, an English major, is in her first year
ate results, but will be much more beneficial as an assistant copy editor for The Montclarion.

Equal Rights in N.J.

“I

do not
support same
sex marriage
... and I would
not sign a bill
if it came to my
desk.”
The words
of candidate
Chris Christie
during
the
Jonah Nelson
past gubernatorial debates
Columnist
could not be a
clearer indicator of how Gov.-elect Christie will lead our
state.
There will always be those who hold
prejudices against their fellow citizens, hiding their contempt in a confusing lexicon of
vague words: “tradition,” “preservation” and
the incredibly ironic “liberty” are usually the
most egregious offenders of common sense
and barriers to clear discourse.
But to hear such an outright dismissal of
the possibility of equal gay rights through
legitimate democratic processes is all too
common today.
Christie ran on a platform of change, but
none of his economic policies matter when he
subscribes to an idea so anti-egalitarian, so
dismissive and so abhorrent that he would
be willing to deny basic civil rights to his
fellow N.J. residents.
Gov. Jon Corzine openly supports gay
marriage and civil rights. In December
2006, N.J. became the third state in the
country to legalize same-sex civil unions. If
elected again, he promised to work for the

legalization of same-sex marriage.
There is no doubt that Christie’s election
will effect the state’s civil rights movement.
Should gays in N.J. now have to worry
about keeping the rights they gained under
Corzine?
If Christie wants to live up to his campaign promises of less government intervention in people’s lives (a claim that is so
fundamental to modern conservatism), then
he needs to drop his stance on vetoing any
gay marriage bill that would come out of the
legislature.
The governorship is neither a place to be
a theologian or a moralist — it’s a position
to lead the state.
Additionally, those that will inevitably
make the claim that gay marriage is a
redefinition of marriage are completely right
— it is.
Just as the 1967 Supreme Court decision
redefined marriage as legal between people
of two races, so will the future bill that
comes out of our State Assembly to redefine
marriage as legal between people of the
same sex.
If you want your leader to chose whether
you can or cannot have the right to marry
who you wish, you will probably enjoy the
next four years.
However, if you believe the rights of true
freedom, liberty and the pursuit of happiness to be fundamental to our State, then I
urge you to follow your conscience towards
fighting for total and absolute equality in
New Jersey.

Jonah Nelson, a political science major, is in his
first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Students Speak:
Will you be getting the free H1N1 vaccine on
campus this week?

Lisette Stanzione
Junior
Health and Physical Education major

Thomas Walker
Junior
Theatre major, BFA acting

Kristen Dabrio
Senior
Anthropology major

Matthew Gavin
Freshman
English major

“I will not be getting the H1N1 vaccination. I saw that Youtube video,
and it creeped me out. I’ll probably
wait until it’s out a little longer before
I get it.”

“Yes, I already got it. I would rather
get it and have a better chance of
not getting swine flu, than not get it
and heighten my risk of catching the
flu. Besides, it’s highly recommended
for anyone with certain pre-existing
conditions, like myself. I’m also in a
show, and none of us can get sick at
this point.

“No, I’m not really worried about it.
I feel like the H1N1 virus has been
blown out of proportion.”

“No. I think the vaccine is untested,
and based on experimental and unproven methods. My immune system is
good as it is, anyway.”

Students Speak Policy

Responses to Students Speak are the opinions of the students of Montclair State University and are not necessarily those of the staff of
The Montclarion and Montelican Publishing, Inc. Once given, responses are the property of The Montclarion and Montelican Publishing, Inc. and is eligible
for editing where felt necessary. Responses were given on the campus of Montclair State University on Wednesday Nov. 11, 2009.
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Child Care Wanted
Sitters Wanted. $12+
per hour. Babysitting,
housesitting,
petsitting. Register
free for jobs near
campus or home and
start earning extra
cash now! www.
student-sitters.com.
Seeking an
experienced
babysitter for my 18
month old daughter.
Starting ASAP:
Mondays 12pm5pm and Thursdays
9:30am-2:30pm.
I am looking for a
reliable, punctual,
non-smoker. Light
housekeeping
required. References
a must.
Early childhood
education students
ideal candidates!
Contact:
alexcohan@aol.com

CLASSIFIEDs
Got an
apartment
for rent?
Need a
sitter for
your
children?
Advertise
With Us!
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PERSONALS!
Hip Hip ...
I miss Laura. I’m
missing her more
because I won’t
see her when she
comes home.
Come home at the
right time Laura!
Welcome back
Piff!
Kristie Cattafi
equals love.

Contact
Kevin at:

Em, let’s go TOM
shopping.

MontclarionAds

Lulu also equals
love.

@gmail.com

msuproduction@gmail.com

Why are you on
Farmville?
Virtual plowing is
very theraputic!

GOOD THING I’M
JOHN ...
I can’t wait until
Thanksgiving!
Nom nom nom
nom nom ...
Time for
Christmas music,
fellas!
Let’s go Red
Hawks!
I got my mojo
workin’. It just
won’t work on
you.
Hey Katherine,
where’s my
candy?
Dr. Tran is the
man.

John Pope for
governor!

Welcome!... line...
To!... line....

I love Carly.

Kel, I have
the essentials
to succeed in
journalism.

Mark Banas is the
man.
Happy Birthday to
me!!!
Let’s go Raptors!!!
Bye Bye Birdie ...
Put it on the map!
H1NE1?
So many swine flu
puns!
Whatever
happened to Rick
Moranis?
BAH BAH BAH
BAH BAH! I’m
Lovin’ It!
Remember Peter
Schaus?
Now Biff, don’t
con me!

Phil Corso is a
moosey head! P.S.
let’s go make one
at Build-A-Bear.
Don’t worry, be
happy!
....
You got that food
on campus?
Yeah, who knew?
MMM.... SOUP!
Where are
you going?
NOWHERE!!!
And the whole...
world... loves it
when you don’t
get down...
JORGE!!!
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Meghan Rothschild didn’t
think indoor tanning
would hurt her.
She was wrong.
UV light from indoor tanning,
especially when exposed at an early age,
can increase your risk of melanoma...
the deadliest form of skin cancer.
That’s what Meghan developed when she was 20
after being a frequent indoor tanner since she was 17.
Current estimates show that 1 in 5 Americans
will develop skin cancer.
Do you want to be the one... like Meghan?
Indoor tanning is out.

To read Meghan’s skin cancer story or to learn more
about protecting your skin go to www.aad.org/media/psa
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Red Hawks
Fight Kean
for Title on
Saturday

sports
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Tweer Comes Up Big in
14-7 Win over Rowan

Mike Monostra
Assistant Sports Editor

On Saturday afternoon at Sprague
Field, Montclair State and Kean will
duke it out for the NJAC football championship. The winner will receive an
automatic berth to the NCAA playoffs.
The Red Hawks will be looking to
avenge a 21-17 loss to the Cougars last
season, a loss that, essentially, cost them
a playoff spot. In the game, Montclair
State led at halftime, 14-0, before Kean
came back in the second half to spoil the
Red Hawks’ postseason party.
This season, both Montclair State
and Kean have had very similar seasons. Both teams saw their only loss
come in non-conference action, with the
Red Hawks losing to Wilkes, 37-10, in
their season opener, and Kean falling to
Delaware Valley College, 30-17, in their
first game.
The Red Hawks have had some rather
big wins and other wins that came down
to the wire. The Red Hawks easily disposed of Morrisville State, 52-0, in their
home opener, and also routed Western
Connecticut, 33-17, on Halloween.
However, they needed a late score
to get past SUNY-Brockport, 41-39, a
missed field goal to get past TCNJ, 16-13,
and some defensive heroics to knock off
Rowan, 14-7, this past Saturday.
Kean, likewise, had some easy wins,
and also some wins that nearly escaped
their grasp. Like the Red Hawks, Kean
blew out Morrisville State on their homecoming, 43-6, and had two shutouts.
On the flip side, the Cougars barely
defeated Western Connecticut, 31-24,
and had to squeak past Rowan, 23-20, in
double overtime off of a missed field goal
by the Profs.
Both teams have had their ups and
downs this season. Despite some tough
games in both teams’ journeys, they have
managed to win every conference game,
and they now both sit tied atop the NJAC
at 8-0. The question still remaining is
who is going to win on Saturday.
On paper, both offenses look rather
similar in build. Both Kean and Montclair
State love to run the ball, but in this season it has been the Cougars that have
been running more successfully. Led by
senior running back Jared Chunn, Kean
has averaged a whopping 186 rushing
yards per game, compared to just 105 for
the Red Hawks.
However, the Cougars have yet to meet
the Red Hawks defense, which is ranked
number one in the NJAC against the run
and 17th in the nation. A linebacker core
led by senior Brian Tweer and junior Ed
Kirschenbaum has swallowed up opposing running backs all season long, holding them to an average of just 2.5 yards
per carry.
On the other side of the ball is a Red
Hawk offense that doesn’t always score
in bunches, but they always seem to find
just enough points to win. The running
game has struggled this year, averaging just 3.2 yards per carry. However,
sophomore quarterback Tom Fischer
has improved this season, and this has
allowed Montclair State to open up the
offense. The Red Hawks averaged 198
yards passing per game, third in the
NJAC.
They will need every inch they can get
on Saturday as they meet a Kean defense
that is ranked 18th in the nation. The
Cougars have 14 interceptions this season, led by Jamahl Williams, who is tied
with Montclair State’s Gary Knoeppel for
the NJAC lead with five. In addition, the
Red Hawks have thrown 15 interceptions
on the season, making the prospect of
turnovers a concerning issue.
If Montclair State wants to win, they
will need help from their offense and
defense. On offense, they will need to
play ball control, and win the field position battle. Most importantly, the offense
cannot have any turnovers. Defensively,
the Red Hawks need to shut down Chunn
and force Kean to throw the football,
something they have done fewer times
than every other team in the conference.
If the Red Hawks can throw the
Cougars off their brand of football, a win
and NJAC title is very much in reach.
However, turnovers and a struggle to
maintain ball possession could be the factors that swing the NJAC championship
to Kean.

Courtesy of Jerry Goldman

Linebacker Brian Tweer had an interception run back for 34 yards, one fumble recovery, one sack, and 10 tackles.

Defense, Fischer Comes Through Again
Mike Monostra
Assistant Sports Editor

The Montclair State defense survived its toughest test of the season on
Saturday, shutting down the top offense
in the NJAC, Rowan.
The Red Hawks edged out the Profs
14-7 for their eighth straight victory on
the season. The win brings them just one
game away from an NJAC championship.
Rowan came into averaging an incredible 42.9 points per game, and had scored
50 or more points in four of their last
five games. For any defense, shutting
this unit down would have been a tough
task.
“We feel, as a defense and as a team
overall, that we have not been given the
respect that we deserve,” senior linebacker and captain Brian Tweer said.
“So, we played with an attitude, and tried
to make it a point that there is a reason
we are 8-0 in the NJAC.”
The Red Hawks were able to step up,
and kept the Profs at bay. Rowan gained
just 74 yards on offense in the first quarter, and was forced to punt on every possession in the opening period.
Meanwhile, the Red Hawk offense
did their part early by controlling the
football, and keeping it out of the hands
of the Rowan offense. Montclair State
embarked on an 11-play, 84-yard drive
that ate over six minutes off the clock in
the first quarter. It culminated in a short
two-yard touchdown run by Senior Jeff
Bliss to give Montclair State the early 7-0
lead.
The Red Hawks ran the ball seven
times on the drive as Bliss gained 17 of
his 36 total yards in the game on that
drive.
In the second quarter, the defense,
again, stepped up, despite Rowan finally managing to drive deep into Red
Hawk territory. The Profs turned the
ball over twice in the red zone in the
second quarter, as Rowan quarterback
Frank Wilczynski first threw an interception to Red Hawk cornerback Gary
Knoeppel. Later in the quarter, a fumble
by Wilczynski would be recovered by
Montclair linebacker Ed Kirschenbaum
on the Red Hawk eight-yard line.
The offense also expanded the lead in
the second, as quarterback Tom Fischer
threw a beautiful pass to an open A.J.
Leitizia for a long, 64-yard touchdown to
make the score 14-0, in favor of Montclair
State. Fischer would finish the day completing 15 of 25 passes for 188 yards,
while Leitizia caught four passes for 105
yards, most of the yards coming on the
touchdown pass.
No more points would be scored by
Montclair State in the second half, but
they would not need any, as the defense
continued to keep the Profs out of the
end zone. Rowan would score on their
first possession of the second half, as
Wilczynski found James Kinloch for a
deep, 57-yard touchdown pass to bring
the Profs within a touchdown. 		
Those points, however, would be the
only ones Rowan would get, as they would
not enter Red Hawk territory again until
the last two minutes of the game.
After a Montclair State fumble gave
Rowan the ball on their own 14 with 3:15
left on the clock, Wilczynski led the Profs

Courtesy of Jerry Goldman

Defensive back Chad Falcoun wraps up a
Rowan ballcarrier in the Red Hawks’ 14-7
win against Rowan on Saturday.
down the field, driving into Red Hawk
territory after a 30-yard completion to
wide receiver Vinnie Graff. However, the
next play swung the momentum the other
way, as senior linebacker Brian Tweer
intercepted Wilczynski and returned the
ball to the Rowan 21-yard line.
The Red Hawks had a chance to put
the game away, but a kicker Marco
Capozzoli missed a 29-yard field goal to
make it a two possession game, giving
the Profs one last chance. However, with
no timeouts, the clock quickly ran low on
Rowan, and after a series of desperation
laterals on the final play, Tweer would
recover the ball, ending the game and
sealing the victory for the Red Hawks.
The Red Hawks are now 8-1 on the
season and, most importantly, 8-0 in the

NJAC. Saturday will be one of the biggest regular season games in football’s
recent history as Montclair State will
host Kean University, with the winner being crowned champions of the
NJAC and going to the NCAA playoffs.
According to Tweer, the Red Hawks are
looking forward to having a chance to
steal the spotlight this week.
“As a team, again, we will be playing
with a chip on our shoulder and with
something more to prove,” Tweer said.
“This week of practice will be essential
for us, and we will be making sure that
we are more than 100 percent ready come
Saturday.”
Saturday’s game is also senior’s day
for the football team. The game will begin
at 1 p.m. at Sprague Field.
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Volleyball Falls to Stockton for Title
Red Hawks Win in Semis, Fall Short in NJAC Finals
Jon Fazio
Staff Writer

Jillian Keats l The Montclarion

Stockton captured its third New Jersey
Athletic Conference championship in the
last four years, as the Ospreys swept past
top-seeded Montclair State at the Panzer
Athletic Center on Saturday evening.
Stockton sophomore outside hitter
Christine Velott had 16 kills with eight
digs, as the Ospreys knocked off the Red
Hawks 25-14, 25-19, 30-28 to claim their
sixth conference title overall, while earning the league’s automatic berth into the
NCAA Division III Tournament.
Senior
middle
blocker
Anna
Chesnakova had 11 kills and five digs for
Montclair State. The Red Hawks ended
their season at 14-16 overall. Montclair
was seeking its third title overall and
second in two years.
Montclair State was entering the game
after finishing a 3-0 sweep of William
Patterson last Thursday. In that game,
senior middle blocker Kara Bunrham
collected nine kills, while senior outside
hitter Adrianne Moe added six kills, five
aces and six digs to advance to the New
Jersey Athletic Conference championship
against Richard Stockton.
Knotted at 2-2 in the first set, the
Ospreys scored six of the next seven
points. Freshman Stephanie Warner had
a kill to tie the game at three, and
Velott had her first of six first-set kills
as Stockton took a 4-3 lead; it would not
surrender. Velott’s second kill and a service ace by Laura Hausman extended the
lead to 10-4. Montclair State would battle
back to within 11-8, however Christine
Astarita served five straight points,
including an ace as Richard Stockton
widened its lead to 16-8. Velott would
put away the set with her final kill, as
the Ospreys took a 1-0 lead in the match
with the 25-14 win.
In the second set, Richard Stockton
led 6-5 before scoring the next four
points; Warner, Becca Sims and Velott
each had kills, while Montclair made a
pair of errors as the lead grew to 10-6.
The Red Hawks would cut the deficit to

one as Samantha Karpinski recorded a
kill to make the score 13-12.
The teams would trade points, but
three MSU errors, followed by a service
ace from Astarita, strengthened the lead
as Stockton took an 18-13 advantage.
Montclair creeped back to 21-18, but
Warner came up with a kill that was followed by a service ace and a kill by Velott
as Stockton got to set point at 24-18.
After a Red Hawk point, Velott made it a
2-0 lead with her fourth kill as Stockton
scored a 25-19 victory.
The third set was the closest of the
match with 16 ties and 10 lead changes.
The Red Hawks moved out in front 17-13
as Michelle Del Valle served an ace.
Stockton would fight back, tying the set a
20 — all on an attack error. From there,
the teams traded points with the Ospreys,
getting to a championship point at 24-23.
But, Chesnkova held that off with a kill
and a Karpinski kill put Montclair on the
brink of the set at 25-24.
However, the Red Hawks could not
close out the match as a service error tied
the game. Velott gave the Ospreys another chance to end the match, as she put
down a kill only to be answered again by
Chesnakova as the set was tied at 26-26.
Adrianne Moe’s kill gave Montclair its
second set point, but Velott countered for
Richard Stockton.
Anna Streicher knocked down a
Hausman set for a 27-28 lead, but, again,
the Ospreys could not close out the
match as Kara Burnham blocked Tabitha
Nehman for the 16th tie at 28-28.
Montclair State could not carry the
momentum as the Red Hawks committed their 10th service error in the match,
leaving the door open for the Ospreys.
Stockton finally got the final point as
Kelleigh Best put down a kill for the
championship.
Richard
Stockton’s
NJAC
Championship automatically qualifies
them for NCAA Division III Volleyball
playoffs. Meanwhile, the Red Hawks
will go into next season looking to end
the Ospreys’ run of three titles in four
years.

Jillian Keats l The Montclarion
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Leah Tepperman:
Goalie of the Year
Jake Del Mauro
Assistant Sports Editor

For three seasons, women’s soccer has
had a reliable keeper tend the nets and
keep MSU a solid team in the NJAC conference.
Leah Tepperman was named NJAC
Goalkeeper of the Year, and was named
to First-Team All Conference for the second time in her career. Also joining her
with honors are fellow teammates Tina
Della Fave, Liza Offreda, Natalia Sisti,
Jackie McGrath and Stefani Elefther.
Tepperman has had a career that
would make any keeper envious. She
finishes her illustrious career third alltime for wins, shutouts, saves and goals
against average in school history. This
season, she posted a .872 win percentage
while making 116 saves first in the NJAC
for both stats. She also led the conference
in saves against NJAC opponents with
69, and ranked second in save percentage
with .852.
“Apparently I’m the only one who
is surprised that I won this award,”
Tepperman said, who overall this season had seven shutouts with a .97 goals
against average. “I couldn’t have gotten
it without my defense, coaches and the
support I got from my team.”
Along with her high number of wins,
Tepperman helped lead MSU to the semifinals of the NJAC in 2007 and 2008,

Courtesy of Sports Information

Leah Tepperman has the third most
saves on any goalie in MSU women’s
soccer history.

along with the semi-finals of the ECAC
Metro Championship in 2008.
Along with her, seniors Sisti, Della
Fave and Offreda are hanging up their
cleats at MSU, a class that has brought
not only a winning record, but a winning
attitude that will carry on to next season.
“This year’s senior class was a really
strong one,” said Tepperman. “But I
think since we are all graduating, it’s
going to force next year’s team to really
step it up, and play strong next year. I

see good things coming for next year’s
team.”
You would think that for a threeyear starter, finding the best of memories would be difficult to pinpoint. But,
Tepperman knows what she will always
remember and cherish.
“One of my favorite memories was
beating TCNJ last year. The whole team
played great together, and really gave
it their all,” Tepperman said. “Everyone
really stepped it up during those games,
and they were fun games to play in.”
Tepperman also remembers the harder
moments.
“The worst memory I have is the last
game, and the last goal I gave up,” she
said, when speaking of the team’s 2-0
first round exit in the NJAC Tournament.
“I know that goal is going to haunt me
for a long time, especially since it really
shifted the momentum of the game.”
But, for all the good times and the
bad, Tepperman has remained one thing;
consistent and a winner. And, she is one
to share the wealth, too.
“There are so many words that come to
my head right away, but if I had to pick
one, I guess, the word team stands above
the rest,” Tepperman said. “Without my
teammates, these past four years would
have never happened. Dedication is the
next word that comes to my head, and all
those countless hours I gave up to be a
better keeper for the team.”

Leah Tepperman Season Stats
SAVES — 116

SAVE PERCENTAGE — .872
GAMES PLAYED — 60
RECORD — 29-25-5

RECORD — 9-6-2

GAA — 0.97

Career Stats

SAVES — 347

GAA — 1.28

Who’s Hot This Week
William Griffin
Defender — Men’s Soccer
Griffin’s first goal of the season was probably the biggest of his career as the senior’s header was the lone
goal scored in MSU’s 1-0 win over Rowan in the NJAC
Championshp Saturday.
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Football
NJAC

Overall

Kean

8-0

8-1

MSU

8-0

8-1

Cortland

7-2

7-2

Rowan

5-3

6-3

William Paterson 3 - 5

4-5

TCNJ

3-5

4-5

Brockport

2-6

3-6

Buffalo State

2-6

2-7

Western Conn.

2-6

2-7

Morrisville St.

1-8

1-9

This Week
11/14 vs. Kean (NJAC Championship)
1 p.m.
Last Week
11/7 MSU 14 Rowan 7

Men’s Soccer
NJAC
MSU
TCNJ
Rowan
RU-Newark
Stockton
WPU
RU-Camden
Ramapo
Kean
NJCU

Overall

7 - 1 - 1 17 - 1 - 2
5-2-2 7-6-4
5 - 2 - 2 13 - 6 - 2
4 - 3 - 2 13 - 5 - 4
4 - 4 - 1 12 - 8 - 1
2-2-5 8-5-6
3-4-2 8-9-3
3 - 5 - 1 10 - 5 - 2
2-6-1
7-8-4
1-7-1
7-9-2

This Week
11/15 vs. Stevens/York
1 p.m.
Second Round NCAA Tournament
Last Week
11/7 MSU 1, Rowan 0
NJAC Championship

Women’s Soccer
NJAC
Rowan
TCNJ
WPU
Stockton
Kean
MSU
NJCU
RU-Camden
Ramapo
RU-Newark

9-0-0
7-2-0
5-2-2
5-4-0
4-3-2
3-4-2
3-6-0
2-6-1
2-6-1
1-8-0

Overall
15 - 3 - 1
16 - 2 - 1
10 - 7 - 3
14 - 6 - 1
7-8-4
9-6-2
12 - 8 - 0
7 - 11 - 1
9-9-1
6 - 11 - 1

This Week
-- Season over-Last Week
-- Season over--

Field Hockey
NJAC

A.J. Letizia
Wide Reciever — Football
Letizia had 105 yards recieving and one touchdown on
four catches to help lead MSU past Rowan 14-7 and set
up a shot at the NJAC title Saturday against Kean.

Rowan
TCNJ
MSU
Kean
W. Paterson
Ramapo
Stockton

Overall

6-0
5-1
4-2
3-3
2-4
1-5
0-6

14 - 4
9-6
12 - 6
11 - 4
9-9
6 - 11
4 - 15

This Week
11/11 Gwynedd-Mercy

Game of the Week
Football
Nov. 14, 1 p.m.
NJAC Championship
Sprauge Field
For the second straight season, these two
NJAC rivals will end the regular season
against each other. This time, however,
the conference championship and NCAA
Tournament berth is up for grabs.

23

7 p.m.

Last Week
N/A

Volleyball
MSU
Stockton
Ramapo
WPU
Rowan
RU-Camden
NJCU
RU-Newark
Kean

NJAC
8-0
7-1
6-2
5-3
4-4
3-5
2-6
1-7
0-8

Overall
14 - 16
27 - 11
24 - 10
21 - 8
13 - 17
11 - 14
7 - 17
4 - 26
11 - 15

This Week
--Season over--

Last Week
10/7 Stockton 3, MSU 0
NJAC Championship

Leah Tepperman:
Goalie of the Year

Football Title
Game Preview
p. 21

p. 23

MSUSports@gmail.com

4-PEAT!

Photo Courtesy of Jeff Leavy

MEN’S SOCCER BEATS ROWAN, WINS FOURTH STRAIGHT NJAC TITLE
Nelson DePasquale
Sports Editor

Men’s Soccer has won their
fourth NJAC Championship in
as many years.
The ninth-ranked Red Hawks
shut-out Rowan in a 1-0 victory at Sprague Field this past
Saturday for the title. All the
offense that was needed came
in the 16th minute from senior
defender William Griffin, who
headed in a throw-in from junior
Mike Krol.
This win officially silenced
the critics arguing whether
or not this Red Hawk squad
would thrive with the loss of
Tyler Masterson and Nick Mele,
who, now, play professionally in
Puerto Rico.
“It was just great,” senior
midfielder and captain Michael
Cullen said. “The whole season,
everybody kind of gave us stuff,
they thought we weren’t as good
as we were because we lost so

many guys. But it feels good
to come back and win another
championship, and prove everybody wrong.”
“Well, we had seven new
starters,” goalie Teddy Ritter
said, who was a starter for the
first time this season. “I’ve been
sitting the bench for four years
I haven’t seen a lick of play,
and to be able to come in here
and win our fourth championship, something that will never
been done again in the NJAC,
possibly to be a part of history.
It doesn’t get any better than
this.”
This win was, no doubt, an
entire team effort. Every player
on the field felt the heat and
pressure of Saturday night’s
game. Rowan’s sophomore forward Frank Renna got the attention of everyone at the game as
Photo Courtesy of Jeff Leavy
he heard jeers for his rough
Seniors
(left-to-right)
Daragh
Odea,
Tyler
Stakiwics,
Teddy
Ritter,
William
Griffin,
Joe
Cullen
and Mike Cullen have been
play.
on all four NJAC title-winning seasons in a row for the Red Hawks.
He, eventually, got the attention of the referee, who gave
him a yellow card for tripping
“We haven’t had him before,
to overcome it, and that’s why
up speedy Sean Tyree, a freshbut before the game we talked
we came out with a 1-0 vicman midfielder for the Hawks.
to him, and he said he is going
tory. It’s all about character. It’s
Defensive, hard and strong
to let a lot of the little stuff go
all about coming up in the big
play won this game for the Red
and let us play. That’s what it
game. We should have put a few
Hawks.
should be, he’s not going to call
away, but you know what, 1-0 is
“This is the kind of game
the little stuff, so he let us play.
better than losing.”
where we didn’t get the goals
It was hard fought both ways,
Winning
four
NJAC
that we wanted, but hard work
and we came out on the right
Champions in a row is a feat
is actually what won the game,”
end of it.”
that has only been done by
Michael Cullen said. “We were
“Every conference game is
Trenton State (TCNJ) in the 60s
pressuring hard the whole time,
real heated,” Michael Cullen
and Glassboro State (Rowan) in
making sure we were defensivesaid. “Especially with Rowan.
the 80s. This team accomplished
ly disciplined. And, that kind of
It’s a good rivalry, it’s fun and
something that may never hapstuff can still win games. You
that’s how the games always
pen again, and they should be
don’t have to score four goals,
end up. They are always fast,
proud. When asked who was
one goal can do it if your disphysical, hard. That’s NJAC
to be credited for this amazciplined, and everybody works
soccer for you.”
ing accomplishment, Joe Cullen
hard.”
“Anytime you come out
answered:
Despite a rough, hard-fought
against Rowan, Rowan is going
“Everyone, from front to
NJAC game, our Hawks were
to give their heart and soul on
back, from the coaching staff to
able to hold the one-goal lead
the field,” Ritter said. “They’re
the last guy on the bench to the
and shut down Rowan’s offense
a great opponent. The first
first guy on the field, everyone
by consistently applying the
game of the season we won 2-1
put in the work all season long,
pressure. Rowan only managed
against them, it could have gone
and we got what we got because
nine shots on goal compared to
any other way. I mean, they’re
of it.”
MSU’s 16. Nevertheless, it was
a bunch of brutes, man. They
The hard work doesn’t end
a rough game for the whole 90
are going to come out there,
here. They are hosting either
minutes.
and they’re going to throw their
Stevens or York College in
“We knew the ref was going
fists around, and throw their
the second round of the NCAA
to let us play,” senior midfielder
hearts out there and wear their
Division III tournament this
Photo Courtesy of Jeff Leavy
Joe Cullen said, who was right
emotions on their sleeve. But,
Sunday at Sprague Field at 1
of possession against forward Peter
in the middle of the action.
you got to match it, you have
p.m.

Midfielder Joe Cullen takes control
Lunde. MSU was in control for most of the game.

